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normalized cochains and cohomology groups ar~ explored. 
't .. 
The homogeneous development is , shown to be ., equivalent to 
the left-sided case of the non-homogeneous development, 
~· 
which in turn, is equivalent .to the ·two-sided case of the 
n9n-homogeneous development. That _the right-sided case i·s 
'; 
· an_alogou·s to the left-sided case is no~ed. Though the 
\ 
normali-zed cochains need not be equ.~ valent to the non-
.............. -,. ____ . _________ :._· -----~ormalized cochains, it is established that the resulting 
cohomology gr,oups are equivalent. The 0-cohomology. group 
-· .• .i·-·~-~~·-----.. - ___ .._.___,,, ·••+ ' 
·and the 1-eohomology group are discussed. 
. , ' ·' 
An outline of the basic theory of group ·extensions -
. ' 
· ,· : ;·-· __ ,: ___ :;~--~~~~~---·i-~ presented._ That the gr9up of equivalence classes of 
. . . ·--. ' . 
, ..... , ... _ .. ,~,: ...... -... , ......... ,,extensi.ons of an.abelian group by a group may. b~ reg·ard~d_ 
as, the 2-cohomology group (in the right-sided case) ~~ .. 
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. Let B be a group wri-tten· mul tiplicat·i vely and let A 
I I ' 
be a.n,abelian !.group written _'adc;litively such t~at given x 
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-~--=- ______ ____ _ _ __ -~a. in A and for each 4, x1 ·, x 2 in B and a, a 1, a2 ·i'n __ A ·_: __ ~-=-·-=--~--·==-~-:---==~ __ _ 
/-f"'.'L th f 11 · d. t. - h . ld • . ···. . . ' · I 
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. A is then called a left B~module. We also say B opArates I 
. . l 
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·------ -- __ --·c:..-=~-- on the left of A. If for ~a.Gh x in B and each a in· A, 
• 
·' xa = a, we ~say B operates simply on A. 
'· Definition 1*: F is an n-di~~nsiohal homogeneous cochain of {··, 
------- --------------------
B over A if F is. ·a :ruriction of n+1 independent variables 
-





defined over B with values-in A and satisfies: 
' F(xx0 ,xx1, •• ,xxn) = x F(x0 ,x1, •• ,xn) for all x,x1,••,xn 
... in B, which is called the homogeneity condition • 
Definition 2*: The sum,.of two n-dimensional homogeneous 
cochains F 1 and F2 is defined· by; 
---·---.-------- -- .. CF1+F2)<xo,x1,••,x11)=F1(xo,x1,••,xn)+F2(xo-,x1,••,Xn) 
----~---;-----:-._ ' • 
- --- - -----~-----------~ ~--- t, ·,r:i .. :: _--
... 
Proposition 1*: The set of n-dimensional homogeneous co-
chains forms an additive abelian grou:p, which we denote 
: .. ~:~:.:·-~-~~:.:~;~,-..:. -· __ ~ .· · by &1 (B, A) • . ·- - ~ ' - . - -
Proof: Let F1 and F2 be n-dimensional homo·geneous 
.· rJ 
·"' , 
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cochains. Then F1+F2 is clearly a function of n+1 
var.iabl,es defined over B with values· in A. Further . . 
. l_ · .. •: .. • ..,. 
,;.-. 
,·' 
. . · (F1+F 2><:xxo,. • ,'.XX:n)=F 1 (XXo, •• ,xxn)+F2<xxo,. • ,XXn_) 
; :." 
. .... • l 
. · . 
. =xF1.(Xo,•• ,xn)+xF2<xo,••-,xn) .•. - . '' 
=x(F 1 (x0 ., •• ,xn)+F2(x0 , •• ,xn)) - , • f •• 
. -. 
· =x( (F 1 +F 2) ( x 0 ·, •• , Xn )_) ~== ,,,,.,, . ., ... "' ,• • 
'~ e• 
-~ •-}''"'"'-· ··.- - ;-,t, = ~~,..........,= 
:···-.-·.···•········:··--_,-..... --=-:,-_..-.,~.,=.~,.;;,,·,,_~-~~=-=~--..._T~..,.._ •. ,, __ ,, - .... c .. a., '""'-' ,, ···.·- --·· · 
---··· • •• ' ·• .• -,.-.,.co_c,, 
• 
•· 
. . · · . , .J --~.h!!~~-- .. F ±1.~ '"'i.S.,, an n~.d.imensienal- homog,e:neeus"·e<:fchairi.--~·=~=·ac,~s-C--:==c--····=~==~~=;-='''""''''''' .. ' . ., .. -, ., , ,, · •·~~~,-c=c=-a,.""=--=";="""=-··,.,,_=,~=-"'""'-:=•-,·"·= ·,·---,-=~-·-·-----.- - • 1 '2 • . , .· , _.. , · --~· ----
-- ----
. ·. - ·--n----1·s clear--that the-~ tu.net-ion ...:F1. ci'efined by 
- - . 
- ---
- -··---· ---- ~~- --
;·: ·--:- ·:--
- - -· . (-F1) (x0 , •• ,Xn_) = .. -(F1 (x0 , •• ,JS.1)) is~ an n-dimensio:n.~i. _____ .. ------ . 
-- --- -------·- . ·-·- ------
. --- ........ --- ~----· 
----· ---· ... -
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. 
. homogeneous cochain an.d will be the inverse of F 1• ! . 
· The identity coc·hain of n-di.mensiob. ··clearly ·is the 
,.. 
map which takes· all n+1 .. -tup1es in B onto the identity 
element of A. Thus the hoillogeneous n-coch~~form a 
' • j 
group. Since F1 and F2 take on values iP. A, which is __ 
abelian, F1+F2= F2+F1• So the group is abelia.n. 
Definitibn 3~: For Fin Cn(B,A) we define a function dF· 
··in n+2 variables in B over A by: 
n+1 , ( dF) ( Xo ' • • ' x.ri. + 1 ) = . I: ( -1 ) i F { Xo ' • • 'Xi ' • • ' X:n_+ 1 ) ' 
- i=O 
Where ii indicates that the variable xi is omitted •. 
Proposition 2.>i:: For Fin cn(B,A), dF is in Cn+1(B,A). ____ .... -·- ..... - .. 
... - . '•,y· 
- - - ------ - - - -
Proof: Clearly ·dF is a function of n+2 variables in -- · -----· · ·--·- ·----~--- .. --.-- .... ----- - - - -
- ,_,_ ... __ ... ~-~-~, .. •--.--~---'" -·-. 
B with values in A. Next vie observe·· that aF satisfies 
the homogeneity condition since 
. n+1 - ._ · 
· 
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· · · _ n+1 · 1. __ - - . · · --.··\ _- - ·- __ . , _ .. -
~x _E (-1) F(x0 , •• ,~, •• ,~+1)=x((dF)(x0 , •• ,Xn+1>). i=O 
II. ,, 
. ,. . ··~~, 
-, ' -
--= 
Pro~ositiop. 3*: For F 1 and F2 in Cn(B,A), d(F1+F2)=dF1+dF2 •. j, a;.,J, .,, r 
·' 





. . ·. ! 
. Proof: (d(F1+F2))(x0 ,,· •• ,T11+1-J = n+1 _ · · . 
• E. (-'1 )i(F 1+F2) (xo' ••,Xi'•• ,Xn+1) = 
--- ----------·---------· _. -·----·-·-·--- .. ------ ---1==0 - - ' - -- . - - . - - " -- ------------- ~- ,_ - -~----·-·····-
n+1 - , . --r,, 
. ~~~ :=~==~=- --_ --~=--=·:--~ i~Q ( :J)i-~1-~:X:o ,_ ... ?xi'; • ._ _1~~1): ::_:=:- . _: __ _:-;_-... ~-~::~--:-~- _-:-=·-;~~-;:_- =:=~: -=~~i:-~ -.... 
. -
---- ------ ------ ---- -- -- ·_ n+ 1 . · 
-··--. . - ··---·-· ··--··· --·· +i:O (-1)1F2(xo,.. ,Xi,.. '~+1> -= 
;· 
'\ 
- - - - t ---· ' ·-
- ---- -- -·-------.------- -------------···--·-·----·-·· ----·t""·-
- - ..... -· ·- . . .. -· .. ,_ --
. -- _) -- -- - -- -- - " -
- ------- -----------·---------·--··--·---··"• - - .. . ... ------- -·· .. ·- -·· --·. 
•' 
:. f. 
\ ' .. ,, .. ' 
' . ,,. ' 
.' ' ,.) . 
pr • • • 
'(dF1)<xo,••,~+1) + (dF2)<xo,••,~+1) = 
i,-..,~ 
.• 
- (dF 1+dF 2)(x0 , •• '~+1). . ~. - - - . . " . . . 
. . 
Proposition 4*: For Fin c11(B,A), dd.F=O. 
Proof: Expressing ddF in terms of dF we get n+3 terms. 
That is, ddF(x0 , •• '~+2 ) = u0 (x1, .". ,Xn_+2! 
-u1<xo,x2,••,~+2) + ••• + 
<- 1 )n+2un+2<xo, • • ,Xn+1) • 
Further, exp res sing each ui in terms of F, we have. 
= u. <x1,••,xi, .• ,x_ +1) 1,0 --n 
-ui, 1 <xo ,x2, • • ,Xi'•• '~+.1) 
\ 




with i and j from .1 to. n. It i·s clear that 
.,,1 · • r,· .~J'i f u. :=u ·. •'. 
1, J J ·' 1 ... . . 
Thus ddF = o. · 
,, ' ·-~----'.~-- .. ·, ____ ,_:_',.., ' '' 
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' . ·~. J,•.r. 
' ... \ 
.·, 6 ."_:; ,··, 
'· 
- - ·---- ·- -
. i 
I' •' 
' .i ' 
,· -- --- .. - -
- · Definition 4*: d is .called the cobounda.ry operator for. 
)f 
homogeneous co chains and dF is· called the co boundary of F. ·. 
Defin-~ion 5!.: F is an n-d .. imensional ,homogeneous cocycle 
if·F is in d1(B,A) and·dF=O. 
. r . • 
Proposition 2*:The set of homogeneou~ n-eoeyeles forms a 
- ······--······· ------·----- -
I .~ , , 
- - . ·--- ------------------------- - - - - - -
- . -- --- --·- ·--~ - ···--------------··--·---·-·--···-·-·--·- ...... ---··-··· ··--······· ------- - - -------- - --------.----
-·---·-- -- - .. ------ ·-"···----·-·-·--------- --
.. -------··--·-·-------- _- - ------~----= - - - -- ~. --- ·-- -~ --- --------···---------·-------·-··--
' ' . 
. ---~ - - -- ----~. 
subgroup of the homogeneous n-cochains, which.we designate 
- ' 
-- --
- - - -- -··- -- -- - --- ----- - --- ---·---- .. -~- ----- - ------------~-- ----·· - ----- ---·· ·--
P.roo:r: Suppose F 1 and F 2 are homogeneou.~ n-co~ycles .• __ _ ___ . 
-Then dF =O=dF and d(F +F )=dF +d.F =O. So F +F· is- a -·- --- ---- - -----
-..... -· _ 1 -- 2 _ 1 2 1 2 . . -. 1 . 2 - - ---------------- ---- -- --------- -- . ·--· 
homogeneous n-cocycle. Clearly -F1 and Oare homogeneous 
n-cocycles. 
Definition 6*: If n)(), Fis an n-dimensional homogeneous 
cobounda.ry if there exists an n-1 dimensional homogeneous 
cochain F* such that F=d(F*). The set of n-coboundaries 
is designated Bn(B,A). We arbitrarily .define B0 (B,A)=O. ,, 
-----·---------- ------· ---- -- -- -Proposition 6*-: The set of homogeneeus n-eobeundaries ---- --- ---- -- ---------·----------
forms a subgroup of the homogeneous n-cocycles. 
} 
-----· ~.~----~ 
. . '" . ,.-
O • • - •U - ~1·.;_-·-··--··-.M •• : 0 • 
, , I ' •·- :.,.~f ,' 
!c>;,1; ' --~· \ 
'1 . 
Proof: We first note that B0 (B,A) is a sµbgroup of 
z0 (B,A). Suppose F1 is in Bn(B,A) with n>o. Then there 
exists an F~ in Cn- 1(B,A) such that F1=d(F~). Since · 
. ddF~=O, dF1=0 and F1 is in zn(B,A). ·Now iet· F2 be fu -c·---- . 
Bn(B,A). There exists an F; in c11-1(B,A) such that 
F2=d(F;). Now F1+F2=dF;+d.F2*=d(F~+F;), and F1+F-4 :i~ 
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7 
. '· 
:efl{B,A) is a subgrQllp of zn(~,A). 
· ·· f>_r.oposi ti..QP......1.!.: d is a homoni.orphism of Cn(B,A) into 
cn+1(B,A) with kernel zn(B;A) and image Bn+1(B,A). 
-·Proof: This is .a summary of prior results. 
Defingiodn. :Z*.: The nth homogeneous. cohomology group, 
L. 
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--- -·----··- ·--,--,- ··- - --- "'""""•···-·-······ --·-·--·-· . 
~,~"· 
-------·-----·-:desig-nat-ed- -H:n(-B,~A-)=-,----1~--tbe--facto_r_ .. g_:r.o.up ___ zP.(B,A)/B~_(B_, __ A)~ •. -
·: -· .. · n - · - th _ · · 
;~_:-:~:-_:~:·::·::~_·:~·:- .. :~:-:_~=~~=--~--~-.. :.:~~~~--: ___ .--.--~T't1e ___ el_,§1J1~nt_~ _- o.f H (B, A) __ a:re called the n homogeneous 
.. -- .. ·-,-····-·--· ····- - -- ... - ._ ... -- - --
·-· .. - --- --- - .. 
. . . 
. - ··-·· ·-· ··---· ----·---·--
/"'.\. __ 0· . :.. -- ... ~:-.-:--~--~-:.-:-:-··.~ .. --------:------~~;--~-
·-------'-;,.- "'"·---·-·----·.:::-···"·------········.--- ·-··· -········· ········--··-··--··-· - •• ·•·• ., ....... -···· 
. • - -- - ........... ···············--···· -··
·- ···---··· ··--·-··--·
····--- -·- ·---·· ···
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-
. - :-- -· -:-- ---·-.- .-:.: -··n··· --_- ::· __ -- -_ -:~ -- -·-~ ___ _: __ . _________ · ________ ':t;: __ - _____ --.--
-~ --- _ _:~~---~-=-~---~-·-.:_ .. ___ ~--c-ohomology classes and 1'f F 1 .and F2 are in Z (B,A), _ F1 - _:_ ____ ~:~-------- -~-
' I 
I 
. _ and F2 Ell'e said to be cohomologous if -they are in the 




same cobomology class. 
The above construction is due to Andre Weil. 
· Having· established the basic construction of t-h~ 
-
cohomology _groups for a group B operating on the left 
--.. - . ,t 
of an abelian group A, we will hastily generalize this 
---- - ---:-- ·--~ ·-··---.. ·----·- - - -
.. ,~ -; """' - : .. ':" .... 
.. 
,,,; ' 
' - 'I 
- . --"·-~·-·:·,-- ....... .. -.,~· . ' - - '· - ... 
. I-'.-• 
concept to the case where B operates on A from both the 
left and the rig_ht ~ Simultaneously, we will leave the 
homogeneous cochains and use non-homogeneous cochains. 
We will prove that the homogeneous cochains may be con-
--s-i-dered- a-s---an-· e(lui-va-len,t te-a particular -c-as-e--of---'the--'-----
non-homogeneous cochains. Furthermore we will intToduce 
the normalized cochains. 
.. . 
. . ............. : . ~ ' ---- -.... . 
~ • • I a • -
I' . • 
. I I • 
. ".-J.t,;,.,..~.,._,_.,,~ 41t, ? • -~,.~~~. ~._ 1"Jl~•'l'!h.: l t1-.....;.,..-.,.~_. ... ,, .. , :;i • • . ' 
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•· 
' ,. -~, " - -·• '"·-· ·-·· ·
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1 .... • 
···a. 
..... :It,·------·, • . -
.. , 
.,Let B" be. a group written· multiplicatively and let A 
. b~e an abelian group written adgi ti vely such that the 
' 
f ollowin,g condition~ hold: 
('. 1 
."" .. ~ . . 
i) if a is in· A and x is in B~, then ax and xa are' I , 
uniquely. determined elements of A, and 
. ' 
.· )_' .. 
,,· 

























_ _ _ __ _ _ ii )_ ... _.£o_r_ ... e.ach x,- -Xt-, -x2 - i-n B--and-----fe-r---eaeh- -a-,---~a-1-,----~ · ------·--· ---· · -·-----------
• 
=-~"~~~~~:'-~ =.=:~--~-c-~~ .. • ... :: :-~::~~: .. :~ ::..! .: • ~!} ~ •.... f-.2+±2::"!~11l:; .. ·Jt9~~ •;•,••• --~·:.:... .. :~~.~- :~.--- ~ ~··--·~= ~==£~-=--=~,:::-....::::=,-;--~-:==-~=.::~.,. =~ 
j • - ' • • ____ .,_ 
----·-·---···· ····--- - - --·- -- - - - - - --- -- - - - - - - - -- -·-- ·-· - . 
--······ -- -~ x(a1+a2 )=xa1+xa2 , (a1+a2)x=a1x+a2x, 
-···-·-- -- . . - .•.. -··. -- ·····----·--~ --·--···-·--·-· ··- ··-····---·-·- .... - -··-·-·- .. ·- ·- ····-·---····-·--. 
--=:,--~·c·· -,-·-:--·-c··---------,c-,·-c-c-ccc:cc·:c~--=·=-:--=-····-·--c~--- ....... ·-·--. -(xa) = x(-a)'. ..ax = (-a)x ' 
,· .... -.• ,,.-:. .. ·.·,· .. .,,.- .... ·""'..-, ..... ,...s::: ...... ,.,.,..,,... ..... ~. -·------·~---··. ., .·· - ··-
·,;...:y •. :.. - . - ·- .. .: ··- --~---.- - - . . --- -· - - - .. ~ . -- -----------· . -· . 
_x1(x2a) .= (x1x 2)a , 
,,, . 
(ax1 )x2 = "'a(x1x 2 ) • I'· 
A is then called a double B-module.· We also -s·ay B operates 
. ·
·on the le:rt and right of A or that B is a two-sided 
~ 
. I •'1,o,.l: 
operator. We say B operates simply on the left of A if 
l 
if xa=a · for each x in B and each a~ in A. Also B operates 
simply on the right of A if ax=a for each x in Band each 
-i .. - - . -- -· -· - . 
', 
-· -·- ·----'---· ··-· - ~~- --- -----·-- ····---------
.. - --· .. - _:.. .. 
· a in A. '"'.• 
I 
·} ... . . - --- ---- -- ..... 
-· --------
·:.·-·_- ·-···-,-·--;:···.--·-·----;--- .. ,-.. _____ ,·-. ·- ·-,. - .. ·----
•, - ' 
•, . ·:· .. ',,: 
-.-•-: •-o •. ' ~- " ....:.,,.,-.,,,.._.,, • .,.,,.,._-••,~ ··- • • • 
Note that when B operates on the left of A, A can be 
considered as. a double B-module where B operates simply on 
-the--rig-ht- ef---A. ---Conversely if A -is· a-double B-m·oa111e··wri"ere--
. ' 
B. operates simply on the right of A, A can be considered 
as a left B--module. When either condition exists it is 
called the left-sided case •. ... ~:; ..... .:. ·"' 
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. Definition 1: f is· an n-dimensional (non~homogeneous) 
co,chain of B: over A if r· is a function of n independent 
variables · defined over B with values in A. f is a normal-
ized n-dimensional- cochain of B over A if f i·s an n-
dimensional cochain of B over A and whenever ~?,Irie ·xi=1:m:), .. 
\ . 
·.·,.· .. "" ._ .. ' 
' ... ' 
'.•·, .r··· . 
-------·----, ___ . _· ---~~ -~! Jet ' • • J Xn.) ::2 • .. .. ..• -~--~-· -----'--~---··- ·"--··- . '>_,c - -· -- . ----k'-----~-~--· --- -~-...... _ .. __________ ·. ::.:::.:::.:_-=~-----"•----~..".:. --===:: ==~ 
: .•· - . .._ ' . -.· ' . ·-- . - - - .. ·-- - . -- ... ------~ -·~--- ---- .,..... ......... - ____ ., ___ : ---- -- --.- ----- -.. _.:._ __ .. -~ •• -,_._,_, ___ ,-,.so-,--.-.,--,~-------~--·-.----·-----.-·~·---·-,-~----·-----,- ---.-y-.----- ~,-- - ·---~---; ~--·----.,.- --...------. ' ---·--- - --------;---.,:-,r·---~- -... - ''\;l' 
-"··-~-~.~=~----·-· ·-·-· --·--·--·~---·-·----~-::· D.ef ini.t.fon .... 2_:_ ____ The ___ addi-t.1-0n .. -o.f ____ bJ'o-·--~n;.diinens.ional-=~-£0"cllains.,.-·---·--.. ----··:..:.~-· ==~c-~~==:~.;= ~ .. :·:---·-- -···.-- ~--:-:--:--·=~----=~---=--:-~-··:·-:-:--· ::.· ........ , .•.. ,,,.,, .·····.·~· ...... · .· ·:.: .. '' '' .· ··: :· :·:···: ·--~·--·:-:···-::-::::::-:-·:·:::·:··· ,,,,,, .·~ .. :· ···: ., '' ' ------- -~: .. ".:. ··----.... :::::.-::::_. __________ i·--:;-:::_ ··-;,· ' ... ,. 
--------·--------·~-~---------------,--------·----- . -- --·-·---·-
--------"-~--- r1·-·a.ri'd' r·2 i-s··-ae:rined ·by: ·- , 
--- - -- ... :...:~·-_:_·_:_·: -.. :...·=-=---· -_r. .-:--:: -:.-- ____:_:-· ____ ·- _---. - - ______ ... _.----.. --.=-~--=--= 
' -
- - - - --
----· ----- -------
- . - ------- - ---
----- ----·~~--~--~-- - '-(f'ff,f2)(x1,••,xn) :..:·r,<x1,•_•,Xn> +f;lxr,••,:Kn) • cc- ~- --~---~ 
1\-,_J"·--- - • ,-, ... •· .. ~•·-···c,·,•.,.:::.~"••.-;.... ,.._,.,#-~-........ ---- ~--··•'-· .. ,.;.·-•'.,. 
Proposition 1: i) The set of n-dimensional cochains forms 
. ' . 
an additive abelian group and ii) the set of normalized 
. 
n-dimensional cochains form·s · a subgroup of the group o.f 
n-dimensionB.l cochains and will be designated by Cn(B,A) *. · 
Proof: i) This proof is analogous to the proof of prop-
'• 
osition 1* and is hence omitted. ii) Let r1 and r2 
,.~ .r- - .. - .. 
. 
. -·------------·- - - .. - - - - -· 
be normalized n-cochains. Tl1en (f1+f2)Cx1,•• ,Xn) = 
f1(x1 , •• ,"xn)+f2 (x1,••,Xn). So whenever some·xi=GE, 
(f1+f2)(x1,••,Xn)=O. Hence f 1+r2 is normalized. Clearly 
-~1 de:fined by (-f1)(x1,••,xn)= --(f1(x1,••,xn)) is 
normalized and serves as an inverse of f1. 0 is a 
normalized n-cochain and serves as the identity. 
~---· _,' 
Definitioµ 3: For an n-cochain f we define a function Df 
of n+1 variables by: (DfJ,Cx1, •• ,Xa.+1 )= x1f<x2, •• ,Xi:i+1 )+ .. 
n ( )i ( · · · ) ( )n+1 ( ) · · i~1 -1. f x1,_x2,••,xixi+1,••,:JS:i+1 + -1 f x1,••,Xn_ xn+1· 
111, ' I• I 
---· --------- ----··-- ·-~······~-------···· ·.-· - .. - .·.~- ' •. -- - --·.., - -- . 
·• -- - ---- --- ·-· - ----· -·~·· ···-~-- ··-·· ---~ .. - .. ....; . ._'.'.!'---··- .. ..-"·-~-·~" -r-:·----.- ·-- .. 
• I ' ' 
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.·to 
Pro12o·s~tion· ~:. For. an n-cochain f, Df is an n+1 cochain. 
.. .f 
. __ _. .. -~ 
. . 
' 
-Proof: This follows .from the definitions. 
· Prop9.Eit.i@ 3.: -If r1 and r2 are n-cochains, the~, D(_r·1+f 2)=. 
· D~1+Df2• That is, Dis a_homomorphism of the n-cochains • I 
into the n+,1 co chains. , 
. --------------~-----------·. ----. 
' ' 
' ,,_ ... ----
. ·• •·-·-··-·"··--··-···- ·-···-·····-·-·- .. --- ... - ·-··-·. ·-------·- ······--···--.. -·--·--··-··-·---------·-··"~·- . -- - ... -. . ·---····------··-·--·-·---·- -· ,., .. ·······---·-·-·-··~--····· ---··-·---------------·-·-·-··--~-·-··· ----·----····-'"····--·--'---· 
- . . 
-····--·--·· ------------ - Proof:· This -- proo·f·,1s···similar···tn·-~tfte p-roc:rr·---or-·pro-ntfs·i-~--------~~~= .. ·-~-=-=----~--. . ' ,t"t ,(' 
. I 
-----~- --" 
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Propo sit i o~ ~:Foran n-cochain f, DDf=O. . . . . 1 
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tion~4* and is omitted. 
Definition 4: Dis called the coboundary operator for 
eochains and Df is called the coboundary off. 
t'I r., ,, 
• 
-··--------------------· ---- -- . --- Bef-ini-tion ;5:· - f ·i·s an·· ·n--d·imensi·onal coc·ycle .. if f is ·an·--.------- · -: -. . ,- -
' . .:;. ~1 
.. 
•' ' . 
'·" . 
' ... ' 
.. ··· 
n-cochain and Df=O. f is an n-dimensional normalized co-
cycle if f is in cn(B,A)* and Df=O • 
Proposition 5: i) The set of n-cocycles forms a subgroup 
. of the group of n-cochains. ii) The set of normalized n-
cocycles forms a subgroup of the normalized n-cochains 
and will be· designated by zn(B,A)*. 
Proof: These proofs are similar to the proof of prop~ 
osi tion _5* and are omitted. 
---------· -· -------- ---- -·--- --------------···----·-----
.' 
_ .. ---·-·,------··----......:.......-~-. ---·· ----------·-··_:_ 
~~~· -----· - --------'--- ---- . 
• • ' ·'.'- • " ,,- - • ,- ' ' J'"Ju• ~ ,. • - \ •· "-• • 
. . . ' ' 




. Definition 6: If n>o, f is an n-dimensional coboundary if 
there exists an n-1 dimensional cochain f* such that f=Df*, 
and f is an n-dimensional normalized coboundary if there 
exist·s an"·n-1 dimensional normalized cochain f* _such that --, 
--• -~ .. --•-- • ~~- L -~.- • -•---•·- - °' • -•- .• . ... 
. . ,,,-
. . 
. '.-.~,-... ' . ' 
• ' ~ I ' , • ' 
. • " • 
•' ~ •• • I '._. l ' ' ' •- ,. • " ' ,· .~-,.,' .. ., ,.. .'- -.• • ' - - , ... .-. .... ,,;,,.,,.,. ,...Ji: .. ~~ .. ,i·;J~,.J.~-~·~,,._,._~ .. ';1•:"''"''~, "'!'"''"- " .... 
,.,, ,, 
. . - ·,_:_,, . . 
' . 
, ., , '• ~J ~,I. -~, ~ ---~1-· 
1, ' . 
.... i, 
' ', co •· ' • I 
.·, 
. . . 
• • • ~ ' 
-~- •• 
; J • \ 
. J·". I / . • _/',.• ·_ · .• ~ •. .11, 1 ... ____ ._ - .. , .. ·"" -~ -· - .· · 




. . ' 
·f=Df'*· The 0-dimensional coboundaries and the 0-dimensi.onal . 
normalized coboundaries are both arbitrarily defined to be 
,., 
·o. 
Prop.osition 6: The set of n-coboundaries :forms a subgr~'ll:P . 
·_ of the group of n-cocycles and the set of normalized·n-
.:.._. -..( -~-J .. .,,,· 
.. - --------·-··-----·---· 
.-------·-.. ·-------·•"• ---- - -···. . . - --
- -------- -- ... - ..... ----- - -- - -
............. _,, ................ . 
. -- -·· ··-·-----···--·--· 
I 
·~---·-·----··----------------·-----···"-•-------· ~ ............ ·--·-···. -·--···. ----. ··-·-·- ..... -• ···--· ' -- - - ___ .. - - - - - - - - ----- ·- ---





- . - . 
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--,-----•c-:. · _, __ : ____ -·-. . . -. ~~ -~-· ----~-n-~ ~9-~_;l_Q_le $ ___ and __ will, " be ___ de-signat-ed=~-by~--B!!.(.13-.,.A)* •.. -· .. :--------·-··-------~---------,, ,. , 
----- - --- ---
- -·---~---------~-----
. - --·------~ ·-- -···--~~~-~----·--Pr-crof: ··This -pr ocir~i s- an.-alogous to the proof of. prop-
___ ::_..:__ ___ -____ --- -,- -- - - - - --- - --··· •... -
- -- - - . -::~=~~- -.·---
- -- . -, 
- -
.... --------~--=-c-c--_··-:-=-.c-_c,·,~c--•-=--:-:- ----__ --
_: -O-Si-t-ion 6* and hence is omitted.· 






- -- -- ·- -
When A is a double _B--module with B operat·ing simply· 
·on the right of A (.and _considering A as a left B-module) 
. . we will show. that the .homogeneous n-·cochains, n-cocycles, 
·, ' . ' arid ri=cobouriclaries are isomorphic to the (non-homogeneous) 
n-cochains, n-cocycles, and n-coboundaries, respectively. 
We will.show later that, in fact,)there is no loss of 
generality in considering the one-sided case and hence 
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Let A be a double B-module with B"operating simply 
' ' . 
· on the. right of A. Define a function ¢n from the (non... _ -~- __ · ____ ... _ .. ___ ._ ., 
~- , ' . 
. homogeneous) n-cochains into the homogeneous n-cochains 
as follows: Let f be a non-homogeneous h-cochain. Define 
Fr=¢'nf by Fr (x0 ,x1, •• ,xn)= Xc,f(~1x1 ,x'.j1x2 , •• ,x;_!1xn>· 
for all Xo.,x1, •• ,xn. in. B. I I ' 
, .. 
' i .. ·,'. ' .·.,.' • • ·:' .·' • .' .~;~ . 
' .. , .. ·, .. ' I • • ' 
,, '-t 
I 
• i' 1 
' • , • I 
,.· 
• , .~ • , ' ,: ' •.. : : -. r r·, • , '-' . , : ' • , • ./ 
, • ' •. 
·, ,' ', 
', __ - -- '.~- -·· ,..._ ........ .,_..,_ ...... - ,~ ... , ... _ ....... -~·~ _ __:___·_~ - ·-----··---.,.___ ,.,~·-·--- ·-- -·· '\- - -~-; ____ ......... ~~.::,...~ ...... _.~·,-~ .. --·--;--:·"J __ :·-·:·=··-·"'.'":'~~:.:.-.~~-..._.,_....-.-~-:"7----:<--: ... ---- ..... ,. ···1-- .. 
- ' 
• ···- --·--------- •• ,J,, <- _,, __ ,_,. __ • :_ ·-~·- ~---
- -~--~·-·-·~--·•·"····i ........... -------------·"-"-• -·· ··--·•'·····- ... , ..... , .. 
'it_, '. . }' 
f . ' ' \ 
. , • I 
-----.-,,........- -·-~~-'~- ... ---- __:; n n rl 
'i 
,' I ~ ' 
. ' 
. 
' .. ,--.,., 
'l' . 
' ~ ' '·' L I 
: . . . . ' . . ' '' . '1 .. - -, "I ••• ·- • .(), • ,. • -• ..... ,, ···-···· .... ~--,·-··-·,-.-,.•-··•;;-·'"·" ,-- .-
.·· ,"."'"'-, · ·• .......... , ............... _, .. _ ...,_,, - .·. , .. : : .. , · · .. · ,', .",; .·, i'""vf•"$? , 
· " · · 12 
· ·PJ.:opos.ition 9:- ¢n is a homomorphism of the non-homogeneous 
n-cochains_ into the homogeneous n-cochains. 
Proof:_ Let f be a non-homogeneous n-cochain. Tb.eh 
- I • 
. . ' 
. · Fr=¢'nf is .clearly a function of n+1 variables over B 
• ' ' 'I 
. . . . 
. . ' 
with values in. A. Furthermore, · · . . · · . . · . · 
--_ · . :--------------------- --- --- -··· --·· · -··- ; ·xx- :r · xx ... ixx -- · : :··- ······· ··· ······· ·· __ : ___ i ·-·-· -- fl----. ~---~· -· . -----· ---
. Fr<XXo ,:xx1, • • ,xxn) . o < < 
1 
oH ;..1), .' <;1-1) XXn ---- -
. -- -. --- --- --·= -XX f ( X - X X X • • · - X ) . .. . --------~--:-.~---~~~= ~-:- -----· ··-. 
--'----- ------------- . -· , ____ - --- .... - . . . o o 1 , 1 2-' ... '-~-1 n ------------- -· --------.--- . ---·----- _·-
• 
... 
-· ·- - - . - ------ .--- -- - - -- --
" 
----·-· -·-·-·--
non-homogeneous n-cochains. Then 
= (¢n<r1+f2)Hxo,••,Xn.) • 
So ~n is a homomorphism. 
.!· 
. .. ' 
,. 
'I, 
Define a function 1J'n from the homogeneous n':'cochains,.i 
into the non-homogeneous n-cochains as follows: Let F be 
-a homogeneous n-cochain. Eefine fF=¢nF by 
fF(x1 ,x2, •• ,Xn_) = F,(1,x1 ,x1x2, •• ,x1x2 •• Xn_) for all x1 ,x2, 
. ··. • • ,Xn_ in B. 
# 
- -- ·- -------·--
~reposition 10: ¢n is a homomorphism of the homogeneous 
n-cochains into the non-homogeneous n-cochains. 
Proof: Let F1 be a homogeneous n-cochain. Then fF 1
= 
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' !• 1 
::. '':'· .it .. ·.· ,.,.,;:_' ;· .<<. " 
... 
values in A. So fF is a non-homogeneo·us n-cochain. . :. ,' ... 1 '. ~ ,·.~. 
' ' 1 
' 
' 
Let F2 be a homogeneous· ·n-cochain. Now we have that 
.. <¢nF1) C'x1, • • ~Xn_) + <¢11F2Hx1, • • ,xn) . 
'' ·I - -• 
. . J"' ,, _._· ••. 
=F 1 ( 1,x1 ,x1x2 , •• ,x1x2 •• ~)+ F2 (1,x1 ,x1'2, .. ,x1x2• •Xn.) 
. 
. ' ' . ' ' 
= (F1+F2 )(1,x1 ,x1x2 , •• ,x1x2 •• xn) 
-
__ _.. . ·. . ' ----------· . ----~~----ciSnrF1·+F-2J)'"Cx1 ; x2,··. '~J ·;-- ... --------------·- ..........----,. ----------- --------------------~ -- -- --· -
So .. ln is ____ q. homomorphism.· 
-- ~--- -- -
. 
c... • ! 
. f.roP:BSi-tion .... :i~t:.~-·¢n~n=-1-·-arui·-~n~n:=,- · T ----·-- - ·---·-- ... - ·: -,- ---~----= 
- . 
--~!'QOf: Let f be an n-cochain. Then ¢11f.=F f is _defip.~d ·····-------- _ --~· _____ _ ___ . ·-· --
·=T.:i'..G:lQ.N:".:1--~---. -riv!.:== -~- - --•'-"-'"~L-----<, 0 c ....:•c, • ··· . . . ---,-·-- - - . __ ,,____ 
. · ... ,, •. . ' . . . . . . . ' ... ··- ... ,, .. , ,._ ........ ,.,,-,-=···· .... : .. ·: 
··byFf(X(),••,Xn)=x
0
f(~ x1, •• ,x;~1Xn_). Then JI1¢nf:::: ----~.-----------~-:::..__ -------
------- ... 
... 
_________ -r:.- __ . is defined by 
,: ~~ 
_ fFf(x1 , •• ,Xn_)=Fr(1,x1,x1x2, •• ,x1x2 •• ~) _ · · _ _·. 
. f ( -1 -1 ( ) ( . - . ) 1 ) ) . 
-----·. _____ .. ___________ . ~----------------- ··: __ - ---------------·- = 1 • - - 1 .. x1 , x 1 . . X1_ Jt:2_ -,_ ~---~--- , . :~1--~----~-~n~-1--------~j-~~-~~--------------------------
= f(x1 ,x2 , •• ,Xn_) • 
·:,. 
Thus in¢n=1 • The proof that ¢nin=1 is s.i~ilar. 
Theorem 1: If A is a double B -module and B acts simply 
,,. 
on the right of A, then the group of homogeneous n-cochains 
and the group of non-homogeneous n-cochains are_ isomorphic. 
--------------------- · ·· Pro·o·f:· This theorem follows immediately :rrom--p-r-oposi--· 
tions 9, 10., and 11 • 
-----
__,_ .. ·----···--- >---···------·--~----------~--..... •, . . 
Theorem 2: If A is a double B-module where B acts simply 
,' .... -
'• 
- " - --- - - -----··--~------·-- --·· ------- - . 
------~----~~~---- ----- -----· .. --·-· 
... - .. __ ,_,I_ ______ ~-·:'"""""··-...:.~.-..:.-~ .. ------,.....'.'--•·,.--, - . 
. ' : . :· . 
. . . . •->••·•·--·····-------,-------···-·· ~. . 
on the right of A, and F is a homogeneous n-cochain where 
fF=fnF, then D(fF) = f(d.F)• 
Proof: Let F be a l1omogeneous n-cochain. Then since··· · ···· · ··----<'·-,· 
• 
B acts simply on the right of A we have·· that'" 
·, 
. . ... ... , .. ·- -·-----.-.. -....... .-.-- ···---\- :··-··--·--------- ----···----··-·--·-'·------------,- ·-·· 
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··- --~-···---·- -,-, .. ,-............ ....,.-,._,,....,__ ________ ·"'· --- ' 
g ......... .. 
.. ~ 
... , -. 
C 
' . 
. . - .. 
:::: _F ( :X:1-, :X:1?C2 ' • • ':X:1X2 • • Xn+1 ) + 
n+1 . · ' · -~--, 
- ... I:. (-1 ) 1F ( 1 'X1 ' • • ,:x:1 •".Xi'•• ':x:1 • • fu+ 1) 






"1. ' • 
•• • .: • < • 
. . n . - . . 
- . - . ,, __________ .... _ .. _, ......... _, ..... -- -............................ ·- -. . ------· ...... ---------·---- _______ , _____ . --------------- ·-1--· .......... _,, _____ ,, ........... , .......... -- ..... ------------ ------------------------------------------·--··--------------------- ·. . -·- -------· 
. -;-_=x1fF(x2,••,Xn.+1)+ .r <-1) fF(:x:1,••,xi:x:i+1'••,Xn,+1> · .. 
- ,. . . 1=1 . . . .. " . . 
. +(-1 )n+1rF(x1, • • ,xn) ~- . . . 
=~·-~-.. -.~~:-~·=·---=_ .. , ....= .. ··=·· · =--·---=-· ====---=_(D(fE,)) __ <~:t,_• ·--'~~ll ! "-~ ~. -. --- -- ---- - ---- - ,., - -- . ------- -,S -------------~-... ------------- . -
• °' - ' - • 
Coroll-9-.£X. 1: If A is a d-ouble B-module and B acts s~mply 
. on -the 'rigr1t of A, then the homogeneous n-cocycles and 
the non-homogeneous n-cocycles are isomorphic· under r&n•· · · 
' ~ 
P·roof: S~ppose F is a homogeneous n-·cocycle. Then 
·---- .--~::o_ and by thebrem_? 1 _:[)(:f'F) =o. Tb.us f F _ ~s a.n n._~~-=----- .. ·-~-. · ..·--.. -.. - ·_-----------------·--·-
cycle. Likewise if r·is an n-cocycle then Df=O and by 
theorem 2, d(Fr)=O. so·Ff is a homogeneous n-cocycle~ 
- . 
--Corollqry 2: If A is a double B-module and B acts simply 
on t~e right of A, then 'the homogeneous n-coboundaries 
and the non-homogeneous n-coboundaries are isomorphic .··- .. t" --
--------------·----- --- - - -
under ,z$n• - - ------ - -·---·-·-- - -----• --•----·-------------·--·---T ) 
; 
Proof: Suppose Fis a homogeneous n-coboundary. Then 
·-----~-:-- ------- .. --···- - - --------·-------·--~- -
. 
. . - - - ·-·-· - ·- - - - -- - -
_:;·.· ... :• 
,;:_. 
. ' . . . 
. '. . . -.. - ... 
.. .. . : .. -· - "··:--":• ·-· ,:.,.-. , .. 
. .
' 'I 
"',""--'-i - .. __ ... ..c:: •. -- - - -
. ', -----, 
· there exists an n-1 h.omogeneous cechain F* such that 
d.F*=F. Then D(fF*}=f =fF. So fF is an n-coboundary. (dF*) . 
Likewise if f is an n-coboundary, theri there exists 
an n-1 cochain f* such that Df*=f. Then d(Ff*)=F = 
(Df*) 
Fr• So Fr is a homogeneous n-coboundary • 
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' . ~ 
. · Having r·educed the homogeneous cochains·, cocycles ,. 
. ahd coboundaries to a particular case (left-sided) of. ·. 
· the non-homogeneous cocha~ns, co cycles, and co boundari_es, 
. 
. 
we.· will. novl extend the notation such that the latter are 
. 
-
. . now also designated -by ~{B,A), zn(B,A), and ___ Bn(B_,A)_, ___ .. _______ _ 
·-·-----------------.......... , ------------ ................ ·- ...... ' ----- . 
-· ··- . . . .. ....... -·· --· -------------·------·-------- ----------- ----- ... --- ' ' '' ' ' ' . ' 
I 
,• 
respectively, 'tvl1enever A is a double B.:.module. 
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Pr..9po~i t}:_on .1.~: · D is a ho-momorphism from cn(B ,A). into 
,.d1+1(B,A) with kernel zn(B,A) and image Bn+1 (B,A) which ~· 
takes cn(B,A)* 1:0.to ci1-+1 (B,A)* _'\\d__t_ll _kernel ~~(B,A)* an.-a ________ .. ________ __ 
~---------------. ------------------ -
image Bn(B,A)*. 
~roof: This proof is ·clear. 
1· - • -~ 
, .... ,'j r· , 
DefinJt_ipn, 7: The nth cohomology group, designated by 
Hn(B,it), is the factor group zn(B,A)/Bn(B,A). The nth 
normalized cohomology group, designated by Hn(B,A)*, is 
the factor group zn(B,A)*/Bn(B,A)*. The elements of 
Hn(B,A) are called the cohomology cl·a.sses and the ele-
-· ------·- -----·-------------~----. ---- -
. - . ,. ·-----·· ..•. 
_.....,_ ... _...,.. ___ ._, ____ --~·----~·-······--·-···-····· 
.. 
· ments ot! Hn(B,A)* are called the normalized cohomology 
··----:--·-. - --- · · _--.... classes. Two· elements of zn(B,A) are said ·to be cohomol-
ogous if they are in the same cohomology class. Likewise 
...... ~ _-'--,' ---'--· 
!, 
two elements of zn(B,A)* are said to be_ normo-cohomolog~us 
·., if they are in th·e .same normalized cohomology class. 
-- . - . - - - ---·· , __ -·- -·--·- ----~ ·---- - ·-· . -·----··-- . -. ---,- ----- --···---·-·--··-· --·····-··-----·· -- -·----·------··-···,-····-~-· -··-······ . 
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. ' ( . ~ 
· Definition 8: An n-cochaih · is i-normalized; - i=O, 1, •• ,n 
- ~... i.. 




. . ' 
Clearly the n--nor~1nalized -- n~cochains ctre ~t,he normal-: 
ized n-cochains and the o~normalized n-cochains. ·are all 
.. . 
the n-co cl1a 1· ns 
--------------·-------------- ---,, • ----·· --·-··---·---···------· -------·--·---·-··-··· ---·--·r--·-------· --- -













Definition 2: For :fin cf(B,A) define f 0 =f and inductive-
....... ! 
. ' 
·ly ·fi+1= fi- Dgi+1 where gi+1 is defined by:· 
=====;======· -~ -g--i +-:fb:1;~;·;,~:it=t--rt i'fj_ 4,;~ ;xj_-, 1,x:1:;1,~~ ·.·;x~-~-1). __ ;: 
f~iUnnD;~-~~~~~4fil~L~-~-
. . 
. ~ .,, '. 
a coboundary for each j from Oto n. 
Proof: Since gi is· in jcf-1(B,A) for each i, Dgi is in 
Bn(B,A). Therefore i~1Dgi is in Bn(B,A) and is the 
-- -- --------------
------- --·----------- ·-··-· ---··--~ -- ·- -
-- .-- ___ . _ __:___:_.:_ - - differe~ce·between f=f0 a.:hd f' j. 
n C (B,A), then Dfi=Dfi+1 and 
... 
Proposition 14: If f is in 
hence f , r1, •• , f have the same cobouna·ary, namely Df. o n . 
Proof: fi+1=fi-Dgi+1 and so Dfi+1=nri-DDgi+1 where 
the latter term is o. · . 
n Lemma· 1: Let f be in C (B ,A). If Df is n:ormalizea·, then · 
fi is i-normalized. 
-------c:--~~- ~,._P..roo.£: .... Th.i-s- op.r-oof---i~s--by---4-na-net-ie~e-n-i • Cl-ea-r-ly--the 
lemma holds for i=O.. Suppose i>_o .. and- the lemma is true 
-~-- ---·~·--cror L ... ·we must Show that.·fi+1Cx1 , •• ,xi,1,xi+2, •• ,~)=o. 
By definition we know that fi+1<x1 , •• ,xi,1,xi+2 , •• ,~) 
is equal to· the .following expansion.· 
1 I ' ' 
·---·--·----·-·------···-·-----··-¥·---..;..·---·-----~-·--·-··~- ···--··--·- ."'·----- .. - ·- - -... ---- ...... -·~-- . -
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of gi +1 , g:i,+t ~s i-normalized. This means that in (8) 
the term with the factor x1 on the left and the sum· 
j=1 to i-1 are all·· ooro. The next two terms cand..e_l. 
Now let us take the remaining terms and replace g1+1 
accora.ing to its definition!'. Thus we have 
fi+1<x1,••,x1, 1 ,xi+2'·•,Xn.) = 
f i Cx1, •.,xi, 1,xi +2, • • ,Xn) 
n-1 . 1+· · . I: J- . 1 
+. . (-1) r1 (x1 , •• ,xi, 1, 1,xi+2 , •• ,xjxj+1 , •• ,Xn_) J=1+2 
(**) 
• 
n+i · · .. - · 
. - + (._-J_)_~ _ fiJX1-, •-•-;xi-,J-,J-,-Xi-1-2' •-•,,-Xn~ 1--}Xn:-.------------ _....:..'------:-:--:--~ 
; 
,, 
: . But by hypothesis_ Df i =Df is normalized and since (*~) 
I ,,,:,,,,, --,-: ·~~-~--,-becomes (-1 ) 1 (Dfi}(x1, •• ,JC{, 1,xi+2 , •• ,Xzi) , we have ---.-- ::::--··------:c_ - --:"::T""4' - - . -- -_~,.--;-· •... -,· 
j ,- fi+1-<x1,••,x1,1,xi+2 , •• ,x.n)=O. So fi+.t~Js i+1 normal-- . ' 
- '~·. J).... . • •· : - -: ~. 
iz_ed. 
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· ta-··· . 
. . 
. . ,-. ..... r--· .. -·~ .. , .. , 11: .., 
. '·, ,' ... Corollar¥rm3: Every p.-cocycle~-.. is cohomologous. to a no.rm-
. I 
alized n-cocy~le. .;,,., ., 
-
Proof: Suppose f is an n-cocycle. Then n·r=o and l}ence 
- v P:f is· trivially normalized. By lemma 1 f'n is normal .. 
ized. Fu~rthermore · :rn is clearly an n-cocycle. ·By 
(.I 
··, · · proposition 13 f and f are cohomologolls. 
·- ·-·----------·-·· -----·-·····-···-····- -- . --- ···-····-- ----------·----···---·· ·---·--·-- -- ____ n ............................... _____ .... - .. 
. 
/, 
.,, • • ,,!-.. 
• • -~<:f' 
·Proof: Le·t f be an ·n-cochain suc·h·-·that Df i·s riortna.1- -. 
I ·..,T 
j ·--
-ized.~Then fn is by lemma 1 n-normalized or simply· 
normalized and Dfn=Df. That is, Df is the_coboundary 
. of fn. 
!heorem 3:: The cohomology group Hn(B,A) and the norfu.al-
ized cohomology group Hn(B,A)* are isomorphic. 
. Proof: First-suppose n=O. Since all 0-cochains are 
vacuously normalized, H0 (B;A)=H0 (B,A)*. ·Next suppose. 
n=1. Since c0 (B,A)=C0 (B,A)*, by proposition 1~ 
• 
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Theii f( 1 )=O and hence f is normalized •. Since- Z 1 (.B,A)~. · · 
' f. " .. 
is a subgroup of z1 (B,;A), We have equality., Thus · ·· -~"~~,,,~,.------
. . •,' 
•. ·. ,JO- ·-
. H1 (B,A)=H1 (R,A)*. Finally suppose n>1. We have that 
. ·.. .. . ' .: . .. 
, i ····.·•·. · Bn(B,A)* is a subgroup of Bn(B A) and that zn(B A)* . . ' 
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is a subgroup of zn(B ,A). Thus we can define the map 
¢ from cn(B,A)*/Bn(B,A)* into cn(B,A)/Bn(B,A) by. 
-· ~ ... . ' . . 
. 
note that for :ra,fb in cn(B,A)* · that .. . 
. ((faBn(B,A)*)¢)((fbB~(B,A)*)f)_ -··· -----~··- ... -----'--'-
19. 
. .,. . 
--~-------------------.:_--=----:·--------- ·=- -fa-Bn(_B,A) -- fb---Bn(-B ,A) ·:··.- --------------------------------- ----- ----------~-
. 1<l . . . 
------·----- --· 
_ .--- .. _ _,_ · · = :rarbBn(B,A.) = (f afbBn(B,A.)*)-~------------------------
- -····----· ·---- -
.. -== .. --===· == = 
---+€,ra:i311fEt;A~}*·/{"f'b'.l3ntff';·1r)*·r)·~~-~~S0 rrs a bomomorpli:isnl. -- . 
___ _____:___  __:__ ___ n -- --- --------------------------···-··-------------------------------------------------- ---· ---- -













.. . . 
grouP cn(B,A)/Bn(B,A). Then by proposition 13 gn is . 
normalized and gnBn(B,A)=gBn(B,A). Thus (gnBn(B,A)*)¢ 
= gBn(B,A). So_ ¢ is onto. Finally if (fBn(B,A)*)¢ = -
·· F1(B,A), then :r is in Bn(B,A). Furthermore f is norm-
.. 
---------·- ·· ___ . -· __ ·------------ --alized.- Thus ·by- corollary 4, f is the coboundary of· 
C 
some·normalized n-1 cochain. Thus f is in Bn(B A)* or 
. . ' 
- ·--·~·---'•-·'"'' -··- -· ,, ...... . 
. . 
fBn(B,A)* = Bn(B,A)*. Soi is 1 to 1. 
- - '-- .:.\. ----'~--- - . . '" Having s:tJ.own that the homogeneous development is. 
' 
equivalent to a particular case of the non-homogen_eous 
development.and that the normalized and non-normalized 
,. 
.. ----··· ,---··- ···-:-:---···-·--··· 
. - - . - . . -· ----·--· - --· --'----------'---,-.._____:,_...:_'----'--=-.- . ---· ···-,- . 
. ' . -:---·-,. ~---.-
cohomology groups are equivalent, we now proceed to -, 
show that the two-sided non-homogeneous development is.· 
' - ..... 
-· ·- ----· - --· . .· ... - ... " ---··-·'·-· . 
, , . but a formal -generalization of tl1e one~sided case of 
the non-homogene·ous deve_lopment. 
~ ::- -
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. ' . 
'Let A be, a double B·-module. 
I>,,' -
Define a function o mapping BxA i~to A by xoa=xax-1 
for ·all a in A and all x in B. Then A is a left B~module 
with respect to o • As usual we deno-te the groups of n-
·cochains, n-cocycles, n-coboundaries and n-cohomology 
classes which· are obtained by considering «B as a two-.. 
. . 
. ---·---- ---- -------------· ------~--. "I'. . . . n . 
. sided operator on A by cn(B,A), zn(B,A), B (B,A) ·and .. 
' . . ~ 
~-~:: _c .- _ --:- • =--- 0 H~(.B:,A) , respecti:v:~:y:. .We--(lem;,te ,tRose obtained by~· e~ ·· ··· ····=--= 
. . r ~ 
----------·----·'--S-i-oo1:-i-n-g---B---as--a -left-op-erato-r---on A-with-rBsp-e·ct--··to-- o· oy - -
IZloKI_.,~- Y?lr,..,..- enc n ---- -- ---- • ....,. ____ ,.___ ,,. sr..w·-'-····-··.rJJ>11JWL.U.>:i•.~•.u.ocUG,1,..1,,L'lo-...>,J.<,"ll•"·..._~4 ~..;...i,.-.,;-.rr~~-,-.,.,...;,.•.,..J'1.J..._....,-::, ::.l<I.F~;.c..... • ...,...,....,,.. .. .:,"--'-'..n'-V---'JAo;...•,u . 1,..-.=~t.~.;.~-:,~";,," ... ~·""'='.>.-,.,,:u'\.'-',,;~~--···;....,-~••''''''r....l.c:.u.;.s~.-,: ...... u;:.;..:a"'"<.'"""'1·~"":-a........., • ..,~.._.,.,,,:,.,..,"°r;u'""""'"'-•"'"'"•..:••..l""'"',;:"V..·°""'"~_,..._"'""')R.,..._~ • .,..,....,__ ... '-•~•u.~,oi•J.o...:. .. u·,._,r.:..,..,.._.,,.~-u....,, .. .._......_...,_,, ............ .._~....,........_•"•'-'-''"'-"Ml.._.~"..,,u .. -..~~· --~~-.~-;..-
·C..c_,. ., . 
'\ 
~•( B, A), Z~(B,A), Bt(B,A) and H~(B,A), reSpectively. Now ' ~-- ; -.· 
define a function 9 from C~(B,A) into Cn(B,A) by:--
(Qf) (x1 ,x2 , •• ,Xn_) = f(x1 ,x2 , •• ,~)x1x2 • -~ • 
n Prq_ppsition _1_2: 9 is an ~-~omorphis~ of C1(B,A) onto 
c11(B,A). 
Proof: We observe that for f 1 · and f 2 in ~(B,A) 
.· '. .... . . . -···-·--- -
-......J---;'-'-=--_____ _({9f1l.CZ1_, .... -~Xn_)) + uer 2> (x1, •• ,xn)) 
= f 1 (x1 , • • ,xn)x1 • ·~ + f 2<x1, • • ,Xn)X1 • ·~ 
- ,-
= ( ( f 1 +f 2 )( X1 ' • 0 '~) ) X1 • • Xn_ , 
j • 
·-----'-' -·-·--· --- ................. -- ..... ·'. . .......... _ ......... ------- ..... . . . . . ... . . ... . --- .... ·- . .. .... ........ --- - ........................... - .. . . . --- .. 
...... -··· ··- --------··-----·--· ··---------·---·--------·--
. is, 9 is a homomorphism. If f 1 (x1 , •• ,X:n)x1 •• xn is not 
.. ' 
equal to f ') (x , • _. _.. __ x_ ___ )x ____ . __ ._x ____ ., ____ ~th.en----clearl-Y- f ( x1 • ,,-~-x.. .. -···)-----~ _______ ; __ ·: · __:___~-s:............-----,-.cc-----------··----· -------c:,-- .,--1 . 7 --~--n 1 n I 1 ' • --r1 . _ _ __ _ _ __ . __ _ _ 
"'J, is not equal tO r2 (x1 , •• ,~). So 9 is 1 to 1. Suppose 
.. 
----~ ---------"----,--~--,-·,-----~-----·- ___ ±' Js in d1(B,A). Define f 1 · in_ . _c __ n1 (B,A) by f1(x.,,, •• ,xn):; _________ ~: --~~~---:,: .. I . ,-
. --; ·- ·-······-·····-····· ... . ....... : ·- .... - -1 . . .. ··- __________ ; _____ ,_ . --·- ---·--···---- -· ...... . 
· ·. ( f(x1,.. ,Xn_) Hx1 •• Xu) . • Then clearly 9f 1 =f. So 9 is 
, an isomorphism of cr(B,A) Oiito Cn(B, .. A). '• ' ' ·.·· .. ' ,, .. , . ...,. --.-:· .... ·""··"'."""·· . 
,.·' ·._ .. \. · .. 
. . . . . 
_ .. -·---------··--7·:, _____ ~-----·--··-------c-";·-··- .. :... ".-'---:_:_.;_::-·-:'-Q° : . . ,_ ·,· ·:--···· . . .. .... :. 
... .. - . · •. :.... -- . ,...:.·.~- -··-·. ·--· ..... .. 
,.:.,..·_ 
.. 
' '. . 
' ·. ,, 
t . 
. ' ' . . . . -.. 
.. . , ... --- ... , . _.· .. ,·.. -- --------- - .. ' .... .:.. .. -· . ,- ...... .,. - --- ,- ,. ··.-·-. .. ··-· .. ,. ····· 
. . 
' " 
. ,•' ·I . 
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· Propos_itio!! 16: For f in c£CB,A) D(9f)=9(DfL t ,· 
, . · .. : . 
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,; ~- . 
n+1, 
+ (-1) f(x1 , •• ,:lC_n)} y 
=( (Df)(x.;, •• ,~+1) )y = {9(Df) Hx1 , •• ,x.n+1). 
Propositiop, 12: Z~(B,A) is isomorphic to zn(B,A) under 9. 
Proof: Suppose f is·in c£(B,A). Then f is in z£(B,A) 
if and only if Df=O. Since e is an isomorphism, Df=O ·· 
_..) 
if and onl(y if 9(Df)=o.- By proposition 17 9(D:f)=O.if 
ana_ only if D(9f)=O. Finally D(Qf)=O if and only if 
9:t: is in zn(B,A). qo f is in zf(B,A) if and only if 
Eif is in zn ( B , A) • 
- n n . , · 
:... ,•, ... 
- -·--.------····-- -~---
;Propo_s_i_:t_i_o11-1§.: B1 ( B, .A.) ~f; Js~()In9I'Pllic to B (E,AJ under a. ... ·-·-------·--···-··- ··- . ., •. ., .. , .. _ ...... -,.- .... --:···- . 
Proof: First s~pose n=O. Then B£(B,A)=O=B0 (B,A). 
Now Suppose n>O~--su!)posEi-, fL-is -rn---~-B,A). The,Il f L ~ - r"-
·., .-. '· . :. . -
- !s in Bi(B ,A) if and only if. there exist~- an ·rt-in . . .··._ ... 
q:- 1 (B,A) such that DfL=r1. Now we note that f 1=Dfr ,. · · .. · . I 
. ,, 
. - . ~ . 
' t 
if and only if 9f L =9 ( Df i) =D ( e!r? _;E ~~ onl:y_ if ~:f'1:::J)f'~ . _ 
. . .. . . ..... ·- ...... ··-· ..... - .. --- ···- .-. .. , -- -- . ' . . . . ' . . 
.. ..._ - ' 
/, ,• 
' -'j' ·•. 
. . •. ·. .,' ' 
. -·- "". 
----- -- --···- '> •••• 
- . ---.. -· ,.-.--------·-· - I 
.. - -·~·--·--~ -----·--- ···-·······-·•-"'•··----.,·->"•-•·--·----··-«•,-----··· .. •" .. 








' . . . - ... , ·' ,, .,-,,,. -.. '.' .... "• - .... . . . '_.,, . ·-·--- ·-·· ... ···~·-,·' ,, ., ... ·-- ., ,,, . 
' . 
·: l • ' 
·~-'··, 
·. '·t,~ : 
.... ..,....,.. .., .. ·-r;· , 
.. ,, . ' . . .. ~ -
. . 
', ...... '. 
., 
:! ''' 
... -., -.... 
---· ' 
· :ror some f'* ill cf~1 (B,A) · if and only if e:r1=f .for some 
:r in B11(B,A). So f 1 is in B~(B,A) _if and only if 8f1 
·is in Bn(B,A). · 
' - . 
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· . Theorem 4: Hn(B,A) is isomorphic to Hi(B,A). 
. 
-
Proof: Hn(B \A)=Zn(B ,A) /Bn(B ,A)=zf (B ,A) /~(B,A)=H~(B,A) • 
. - .. ·--- -- --. -~- -------------- ---ithus ·we ln1ow that the two-sided· case ·is but a· formal · 
. . . 
... _. ··-·:· ~ "'._'." .-- ·----~---- ,----·-,: .. .,. -------.~. -., - --·· .. ·--~----~·---- -·-- ----·---·-·----···--·-··- -- ·--·- ·--·-- -
·--··--··------·········-···-··-·--- --·-···---·------ .. ----··-------···-····-·-······-·--· .............. --,--··· ._ ........ -------·-·-·· 
l . 
generalization of the~ left sided case. and We knO°tY. ___ t;he ___________ ~- _ --· ~~---~----~_--· ___ - .... ____ 
0 
___ , 
.• _ -:-·-::;··-~··-- '"'_;::~:::;-:-· -.·:: . .-... ..;:....-:: ... :.-.~ . ..::.:, .. :; •. ·.;~ :-~-·..:.·.:. .:~::.·.:~-..;:: -.~.-· ::.·::. .·.:;..:..-,.;: •. •: ... ..; ...•. ·;,_ ___ . __ ---·--- ____ ::_7.:.:.::-::~.:- ·;.:..·.-- ;· - --·· - · · · -- ·.:-- .·:-··· • ·•·• .. - •·• "'."•···a··•·•-·,·,•'":' 7.'c.-:-.=..,;-·•·-····-;.·.,~--~.-.;-;,::;:c;:: :::...•::_·.:::__-;;.:::;::~.: :...~.:=:::·..::.::.:·.:;-'.::;: •. ~. _ _- •.. -:,: .. -·, _ _;_ __ . -• • ....;c., • .-....: .• -· •. ;·_.:., .•••.. •··· ·---•·-- -
-
homogeneous _development is. equivalent to a left-sided---~-----
~ ·alized development leads to the same cohomology groups as 
_ ..... 
.. 
' the non-normalized development. It should be noted that 
we have been treating the-· one-sided case as left-sided. 
Clearly all that has been stated for the left sided case 




·. . . has an analogy in- the right-sided case. Henceforth we 
- ·-.---·--· --··-~---·- ~·- ... ---- ... --~· - '1 -
- ·- . . •. •·. 
will restrict our att-ention to the left-sided non-homo- · 
C 
geneous case. or oceasionally to the analogous right-si.ded 
non-~omogeneous case. .. ~ .. . .... 
We will now examine the eoqomology' groups of order· 
. -<a ·. 
o and 1. 
. . 
. - . 
'--·--···~-- ----..· ·--- ---............... -----~------~-..... ·-·--·· ··---~~- - - ····-----·~--·~-------·--...,.,,.----.....-..-- .--




Let A be a left B-modrile • 
-----·-··------, ... ,,--···---··v•-~-···~ ·-
.. ---------------·--··-'---------_;__----~--~~~-4--=-_.:....---
......... , :-·.: ...... _. .. _.;,; ... , ... -'-··--···: .. 
"Propo~.ition 12: -H0 (B,A) is tn~~i- s·et of elements of A 
' . 
.,. 
inva~riant under all operators . in B. ·- - · . - ' -~-----.---'-- ·--,~·-- ., --~------- .. --! . ·-
.... I· - . 
. . Proof: A 0-cochain f is an elementiar·in A. Since Df(x)= 
.. · .. xar-ar, f is a 0-cocycle if and on+y if· xa:r=ar_ for · each . I • • · -•. 




. ' ' . ' ' . 






- ----··,..._,.,.,..., . .,.._.,_. -,.,.,,_,,,, .. , ,I,.·,''-, 'e, ; :, , :,.',.~.·f ·, · • ..' ,,; . -· ,: ,;,; ·,-:·•• .,,,' "· , •"'- ,I,.:, ~' . - <'· '' 
•' ·. ,,', ::; .... ,, .·.•,.• • -.· c.•,:,,,,~,-,;,~,.,_., .:-..• ,,-.,·--,.~-,,.,.,.,.e,,-...,,.,_. .... ,~ ... .'..,,,~,..A,,~, 0-• ;~~ .. -•-,.,;.·.,·,.','• .•. ·,. !'_ • '.v,,,·.··,,,·.,"' ', _,'_'..·',. -'- ·.. ' 




'\.' ' ' . )' . . J,' ) :1 ' ' 
·. '·, 
' , ,x in B. Thus z0 (B,A) is the set of elements· of A , 
' , 
' ... -.~ . 
', 
invariant under all operate-rs in B. ~ince B0 (B,~)=O, 
the prciposition.·now follows., 
Corollary~: If B operates simply on A, then H0 (B,A)~A~ 
Proof: This is immediate from proposition 19. 
Definition 10: A principal homomorphism from B into A 
J ' 
{ 
. . . 
,,-, .•. , , .• ,-.,~.--.~-• ,·-,,~,L-_.-,---;-~._ ""'•• ·• .,, •... ,_., 
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. . 
. ' . ":' . 




----·--·-·-·--·------------·-----·-,. -----··· - ----- ·-
··1·s·-a. function from B into A of the· form ·g(xJ·=.:xa~a for·· ,---· ···-- --· - · . ··-
)'4··-
-· -.. -sonre·~·-·r1x·ea -~a ·rn:·~'""Jr~·-·1"-""c"ro·ssea·=··1iomomorphi.sin"g··=····r r=o-rri"-~---B'·-··,i,nt 6.:--,'"~~c_-==-====----=<=-=·~~ ... "·,.· .. ·· 
' ' 
~or each x,y in B. 
PropoSi"tion 20: H1(B,A) is the group of crossed homomor-
phisms from B into.A reduced modulo the group of pri~-
cipal homomorphisms from B into A. 
Proof: A 1-cochain f is a .function of one variable on 
B: such that Df.(x,y)= xf(y)-f(xy)+f(x) for each x,y in 
&. B. Then· ·f is a -1-cocycle if and only if f is a crossed 
' 
homomorphism. ·rr f ;is. in B1 (B,A), then exists an a in -
. ': ... ~ 
------'-'--~----------- ----. --- ------ -- -· ---- -
A such·that f(x)=xa-a for each x in B. Also note each 




. . ... ' .·'· ' ' . ' ' . . ---- ·---·-·--·---···!' 
·)··---------~·-----. · .·~;-~~-~~-----.--:--.··--the group of principa1--1:romnmorphisms····or-B-into A~ - -~-~-. : 
; 
i 
Co:r_ollar:y: 6: If B operates simply on A, H 1 (B
0
,A)=Hom{BA--,z--->IA1.&-)1-· .• ..,,----________ j 
. - . _._ ....... -- ...... -....... --·:~·- •-'"---.--·. . .............. . ..... f Proof: Suppose B Operates simply on A. Then f is a 1- . J 
-c .,. ..•... cocycle if and only if f(xy)=f(x)+f(y). So z1(B,A)= · ; . 
.._ : Hom(B,A). Also f is a· 1-coboundary if and only if 
1 _: ··, . 
..... , ............... --~----··-'-··--········--',--·.· ,:··-··":·" ..... f( X )_:::Q _ ~ror .'ail x -; in B. . So -B (B, A )-0. . · ··· 
:,-a_• . . -
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---, 
ft_ ·: 
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,· 
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We ,postpon'e a discussion of the cohomology~ps 




and MacLane (1). 
==-=--------=-- - .=-.... .... ·-=== 
order until we have introduced ext en-
this chapter is due to Eilenberg 
I 
·---------',-~!',-.-,---. ----:--.-. --.--.-.-.-----. _- --- . - . . . -·- .·- ---
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' 
- 2:·Extension Theory 
.... ..:. 
Definition 11: An exact sequence is a finite or infinite ~ ... ~. -
'Sequence of group.s An and homomorphisms Tn:An. "A.n+1 
such that whenever both Tn and Tn+1 · are defined, Ker ( Tn+1) 
= An_Tn• 
~-----=----,--------~D~e~tf=-=· i::n::i:.;!t:;:i~o;:;n~1=2· .:--An ex-t-en-S-i-en--e f ~a--i5?oup-A·-by---a--group B is·- · 
I 
Y V 
. _ d. 
.. an exact sequence E ~A~G-=-+B__.•E ... • .. ~-·-"· .···········"··~··>··-·==·---~--··~~·· ..... ~=-~,~---=--~~--=-·---=--··=·====-=-·===-=·-·--=·· ~ -· -·~ -~· -••~.,-..:~. ~~-.--~ -~"..:.·.•·"'· . -~ ... . .: _·· .. ·;;.: - .,_ - . :~ . _-. --- .. :· -_ ::.:: . - :..":..:.: ., .....••.. ·:..:: ... _: ·:' .-:· :.· • ·_;;-~ .: ..• - ;,~ .. ~c . - - - . - = =,_,.=, 
~.9.w~~!.o.11_2J_: If E- ~A x.G Y.,B___.•E is an extension of 
_____ ..._.......:...,......,~--~dl'~•~•~·v ... ,~-~ • .• ·~- • .___~ •. ,., .. ,, ·.,,.-. -•--~-· . ..,,_4,._.,1., •. \,•-'·'''' -' -,~•••••"' ... 4,.._.,.~,.._,..,..,,...._._.~.cow.L<~ .. ~~~~w...l.1.L,.·, ...... L~.._.,_._..._L.-.,..,-..,>-""'-l.,..,•••·q.,4N;..,......._,.~ •. -'•·,..~~~· u..;,,__,._.,._,,~-·-.,;1,....._...._..~,...,, .......... _.4.;:...,..,....,_,,,,...a."-'-'.U'....,,.._._,,, • ...,.._.~,. ............... ..,........,:,4 .. 41,1.,1:,,,.u........i-""':n.-u·~-_,.x_,.__............._ 
A by B, tl1en B is isomor.phic to G/AX. and X is an isomor-
-- ------
. , ........ ,- -
phism of A onto AX.. 
Proof: Since this is an exact sequence, Ker(X)=E -a.ild · 
Ker(Y)=AX.. 
--- -- ----- -- - - -
Definition 1~: An extension E •A..X.G Y,B •Eis equiva-
. Y* * v* lent to the extension E •A ...... G ....... B •E if there exists 
an isomorphism ¢_from G onto G* such 
Y/ 
A~G~B X* ¢ ./ Y* 
G* 
-------
- - --~ -- ----- -- - - --- - ---- - -·- ---· --·-···- -
-- - --· ----
- - --- ·-·· 
that the diagram 
is c.ommutative. 
--------· --- -- - - --·-
', I 




I , •.• 
....---~~-----·-·-·-··--···· .. ... ........... 
- -- -- --- ·----·---~------------ .. -----·-----·-·---·---,.,.---- ----- -.-- -·- -- -·-------------------------· ----- ·--- ·----- .. ·-··---- --· 
- --:--:-;--
Proof: Equivalence of extensions is ref~exive (use the 
·-·---- -· .. --
. . . ... - . 
.. , 
---------- -
' - ' . ·,, i' ~ .. -. . ' :.. 
" ' ' ~ ident~, symmetric (us~" the i11ve,rse), and ·transitive. --·~-· -· --·--... ·- --
...: .. : - ..... --~ -. -· -·- - . . . 
,/ . ~ 
(use the composition of maps)~ 
·> · : . · .• •.••.... C · · ~--· --··-··---~!h~proJ~l~rn ...... Qf. ·exten~ion~ .. i.s--when.---give:n-·--A··'and-·-B·. ~·:--:---.---·--·•--"·-·. --·------ .- ' .------- ... · .. ' 
. 
·- --
- ··· ... , : . • l •. 
····.--"'·- ' 
, 
, . , 
. -·-···- ·------.--- . .. ---.-:·--. .-·--'"'"'""·'. 
.. - what are the groups G which make E •A ~G --•B •E an ----· . 1• 
, \ 
. ·.~ ..... '--· . .. ··- ... ·-·--- --···---·----·-· 
I : ' 
.. - '• I_".\ , . 
. -; .· : " .;, ' 
,,_ .. _.· .. __,;..·_'-· .. ·.-··_·_.-~-
c.· ---------- ------ . .. ..• - -···-·· --- ---·--
' . ...;-.:-....:.-,•··-····--.----·--· ---- -. 1 •. 
••. 1 
S-$~11 ! E jCJ•j -~ ·:'· .. ... ·-n.-:: ·--- =----
•• ,_._. .. .__:,.,,;J.', ... :~_/_'., .: ,.,. ·-·· .. ' ... ,.... .. ··-~·- -- .... ~'"'· ..... -, ... ' • .',;,-,••- ' 
. 
1 r, 1 ::., 1 
I . 
. . 
, ........... ·..... , 
•,''.;",! .• 
extension. In particular we are concerned with finding · 
a complete set of non-equivalent extensions. It is clear 
that given a group. A a11d a_ group B that tl1ere is at· 
·least on6· extensio:Q. of A by B,.-namely E ··A -.AxB .. B •E 
. ' . 
where AxB. denotes the direct ·product of A by B. We next 
" 
show ·that to st\1.dy the equivalence classes of extensions 
' 
·-·--···--·--------·-----------~-----.J....-- ------- - -~ -·-












. I - -
· ======-"=wn:1--ch~-makl~r -EC--~=.1r·-: -- ~Ct* C-- - •• B- ~--=-_.-E·-- ~ruy-··ext·ension--·--or~==x: oy ·-F;-
... 
········~- ,,, . - . ~ I 
1 
... -- - • -,v 
I 
. . . I 
-------·- .. ... .... . - I 
A by B, then there exists a group G* containing A such 
- ----- - that E ~A.:.l..G* •B- ..,E is an equivalent extension. 




Proof: A and G.are groups and IX=X is an isomorphism 
I' 
,. 
o~ A into .. G. Thus there exists a group G* which con-
tains A as a subgroup and an isomorphism, of G* onto 
G such that ·~ A = X. ~Tow E ~A...l.G* ¢Y .B· ~E is an 
extension of A. by B ~d the diagram 
A I ~G* ¢Y ,.B _ 
.. I 
- - -- - ---- - - -- - -- ----- - - -- -- ------- -- - - -- - ----------=------- --~------- - -
-- - -------------·-·--·· --------····-------- -,-·- -- -- - ·-------- . - -~-- ------- -
X 
- - -· -·-- ---- ·--- - --· ·-
- ------ ~-- --- ---- - -- - - ------____ ...,_ -
- --- - ----- --- ---· --- - . ' 




--·-·:··-! ·~---.-. - . -----·-·-----------.--- -
· Let· Us .describe a. given extension E-...a.A .. G Y~B--.. E. I 
. • I" 
I 
I that ,TY=IB by choosing elements gb in G such that gby::·b '= - ___ ec_ - · 
' .. 
. ··.--_ .. ___ , 
r4-'"~_: .. -.'. 
I . 
... ,- ·Ft·rst of all we can··d.efine··a m .. ap T· from·B into G such .. -- _-···· . :--···-c'""""""" -·· .. · .·--
_________________________________ for each b. in _B. The elements gb ar.e called. the .coset · 
------------ - --- ----------------·------- ---- ---·--··· -----·----·- --- . ·-··-······· ·-·-··-·······-·- - - ---------------- -------- -- -- ------------------- - - ---·-----'-'----,-----'-
\ . . .. '. 




.... ,. .... ,,_,, '.' . ' 
---·----·······~----·----·-··------- ---
. .. . ',:. 
1 • .-·-, 
r ,._ 
' I 
"!. - ,, .•. • 
. . : .. 
• 
' t l•·'i ' 
~-
"'~. \,.-:-,.v '' ! ·. 
.. ( :- : /' •,:·. i . --.~·1A ·, • -- - ',f· ·.,. ·•· ' .,. '' 
Definition 14: A factor system of A by B' is a pair (V,f) 
of functions, V _from B into Aut(A) and f from BxB into A, 
such that for b1 ,b2 ,b3 in B 
(b1 V)(b2V) = ( (b1 b2)V)( (f(b1, b2))U) , 
where U is the natural homomorphism of A into Aut(A), kd 
27 
-----·--··--- ·---- - -·------- -- -- ----------··-· --------
.. 
~,. 
f ( b 1 , b 2 b 3,) • f ( b 2 , b 3 ) =f ( b 1 b 2 , b 3 ) • ( ( f ( b 1 i-bJ2) )..(1:'3 V) ) • _ . _ _ _ .. _ . , __ _ 
- --- -- -- - - - - -
·- -- -·-------·-- -- -- -·----- -•-·-·-
····-·---- -
-- - --- --- --- ---·- -· 
-----···-·--- -----------------
----.,.-
f is called a factor set. 
" ... ,,... 
. . .-
where TY=IB, if V=TU and for all b1,b2 in B 
(b1T)(b2T) =· ((b1b2)T)•f{b1,b2?. 
Let ~snow consider the automorphism bV. We know 
.... 
· bV=bTU=Tgb A where Tg denotes the inner automorphism of 
G induced by g. So, for a in A,· a(bV)=g~1 agb. Note in 
particular th8.t if a is in the center of A and gb and g~ 
are two repre·sentatives of the same coset o:r A in G, 




- ·--- -- . - --,----- ---- - ---------- - -





phism is independent of the choice of co set representati vea. _-
. . . . 
- -·-··· .. : ____ --------·-··--· -·-------·-··------··"·---··---·--"" -------------·-·--------····- --·-· ---------------·--------~--------·----··----·-""_,j,,. -----··-----------,-------------··---- ~-~-~- - - -·--·---·--- -- ·--··· - - ·--·-··- --~ ··fi-- --------·----·- -·- ------ --- . 
. •, 
-Definition 16: The factor~~ystem (V,f) of A by· Bis equiv--
. ' . \ 
.. h .. ~. ;; 
alent to· the fact·or system (V* ,f*) of A by B i·f_ there is I'• 
. 
' 
· -a function R from ·B into A such ·that for .b1 ,b2 in B, l 
. . . 1 
_ .. . bV*=(bV) ((.R{b) )U) and , . ,_ . . _ _ \ 
..... -_ - -_ . . ·. - .. --1- -~ .. _-_. -_ - _- _·· ___ -. --_. _- ___ · -.·- .· < .. I 
'--------------~-------·---'--·---------'~---·· ~ .. ·• ·•· .~.•·~··-·--·· ...•. _f:·~ ~ ~1,_? 2>::: (~ ( ):> 1 b 2) _) ..... •·• f ( ~. tt~) · ·-~ (R ( b t~~ t~2!)) _ _: (~&~)) ·~ ~· ._ -~='- ....•...•. ·_-. . : _ j . - -.. . -. .·. . . -. - . - . . I 
. ' . . ' 
'. · .... .,, 
. ( 
' ' [. ' ,. 
,,. --••, --•-·•·, ·-· ..... ••••-•~_ ... ,__, _ _,~... . ~,,--,-IA-..-•~--~·"•'-•-~-.~.,--•,-•• "• '• •'••- • ' ' • ' • - • ¥ 6 • - • -• •• ,.._ > • - --,. '°' ~ -• ~-·, .. .-.., - <v • - -, - •• •• - • ~ • I ~ 
.. --·- ---------------····-··-·-·------ -·-· ' l 
l 
l1 ! 
. . . I 
.-_. . r 









....... -- .. ,-.- ... ,..: .. ~., ....... ~, .. , __ _.. .......... ,--............. ,-.-·, ... ~ .·- :·:··-.:-;.--:----~.,-.···•'' 
. . 
' " 
. I -. 
, •• ., \-J!t. If'.• 
- i~ .. 
'·. -,.~· .. 
' ' 
. ... , 
We say the function R is an equivalence of (V,f) with 
(V*,f*). .... 
I . 
Many of the following theorems are presented without 
'proof in as much as they a.re removed from cohomology 







.. -----·-- - ii 
1 
...... ---··--·-·--·-·--·--··-· proofs which· are included give insight ·to the relation- -~-------·----·--.-- ------· .. , 
ships between cohomology theory and extension theory. I ! 
===·· --•---c=-••-•-~---1- •.i,,: .. •.-- c _ ..• ~.-·: _··:-;=··~:·:.:': - --- .. '; ~-- ---· •.•••• :· ... -. --- -··c···-·"' ····- -•- •• ~--.:,··-~:c::::::::.·;_;-:-.:;~-:--:.".:;.":::---=-s·.--~-.':"~C.:._".·.·;:_::;. ·-·•--·;_; •.. ......: . __ : __ •-·--. --, --••••- -- ·.=,r:,:n;:,,--~==:.: - - -- .-.: .. :.:.:: .. ::-:. :;.··· .. --:.-:-. ..:....;·•.-.:.:: .. ·.-·':"::-·_::-_~--~---·-··,·,;::·;.:.:-. - . ----- -·~ ... ~~- =---~-·==-~===-=--------- -- ······----"'·-·--·" __ ._ .. - . ----·--- --~---- ·-· - ----·-- I 
Theorem 2: -=-~--~----~-=-~?~~-~~--i~~-·~-~~~~-~,~~~~,~~~,~. i~.----~,.. -·--........ - , --·-·, _ 
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a unique factor system (V,f) which belongs to this ext~n-· 
' ' 
sion and T. 
Theorem 6: If (V,f) is a factor system of A by B, then 
. . . 
there is an extension E--•A I_.G 1 ,B- .. E and a function T 
f:r;-om B into G such that TY=IB such that the factor system 
{V,f) belongs to this extension and T. 
.. 
Theorem z: If the factor system (V ,f} belongs to the 
extension E -.A 1•G=Y•B= .. E and the map T:B •G and the 
' ' 
fB.~ctor s:Vstem (V*,f*) belongs to the extension E- ,.A I,G* 
-·-













! I . I 
! . 
·--·-- - .• .-···· _ .. _____ ._ '·-- -·---· - ~B -.E and the map T*:B .. G, then the extensions are . - - - - ... ---~ ... ----- .... " -- . ., - . - . ~ .j .· 
•· 
. ,{ . 
. '.; .. , 
. , 
equivalent if .and only if,the factor systems are equiva-
, 
lent. 
Cor_9l~ary z: Equivalence of factor systems is an equiva- . 
J. 
. ,, __ -· ·:~. '·, ' 
1:ence relation. i '' •. : 
' . 
' 
. / .. 
. "':: :-'.'. ' ._ ... . . . ·'· ·". - ---~- ---~--- -
--- ______________________ ..:...:.:::..:·:......._' ---. :'"'""'7'*_, ~'-------~----- --- --- -- --
i·.,-,.:.: ·~.: . . • . .... 
. ,-'--'--~-- .. - . '" . :.-:::.---'--------c-
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' \. " : , ... 
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. . , 
,, 
Theorem 8: If. (V ,f) is a fa·ctor system of A by B and R 
is any ft1:.r1ction fron1 B into A, then there is a m1ique 
·. factor syste1n (V* ,f'*) such that R is an equi valenc·e of 
(V,f) vlith (V*,f'*). 
Co~Q.J-1..~rX .~: If (V,f) is a factor system of A by B, then 
.... :.::.~---~----~-~-~ .. ---~-~~-::".--... ~ .. _t-here is ~ equ:ivalent factor .system (Y* ,f*) such that 
'I, 
29 
t , .. ' • 
" ;._ ... 
.·. --.-- .":;I'"""'"'~.........,.....-'-_.,_,,__~=··=-- -- - . -· .. - -
. . -·----~~. ·--~~-.---~ ---·------.. ---~-~-~---~-· --·-----· . 
' ' -
- ---·· .. --~----. --- ·- - - ·,- .,. . - ·-- -- . -
.... = ==== = -,==·-Proof: S·ince·ce13v- is. ·1n ·A.ut{Jt),-· there·--1·s-·an- a ·in ----A:"=·-,~~-~-- - -====---=~===,·-=~--····-
• 
0 
___ •• ~ucp_ .. that_~~t\l;gY)=:=(fie;g_,el3-12:~.!-.J.e"j:;_lL_P~~-@.i __ ~ctiQp .. __ .~ _ 
"' 
. . ~ . . . . .. . . .. ... - . . . 
from B into A such that R(eB)=a. By theorem 8 R is an 
. J -
equivalence of (V,f) with some factor system (V*,f*). 
' Calculation using _definition 16 now gives the desired 
result. 
- ' ,( ' 
,,. 
· ~efinit·ion 17: A factor system (V ,f). is normalized if 
f ( eB, eB:.) =e A. 
Defin_i tjon 18: An extension E.__..•A I •G Y•B •E of A by B 
spl.i ts if there is an isomorphism T from B into G such 
that TY=IB:~ 
Th~<? .. t~m 9: An extension which is equivalent to a split 
----;--·-. ---· . ·----·- _, .. ··-······---.---··· ... 
ii' . . . - • -
. -- --=-::~=--~=:~-- . .,.:.........,_·."~-.· .:..,,....-. -----e:Xt ens ion splits-.-·----· -·-------------~--- -------·------··-·----.------------------·-··-------·--- .. -·-------------·--~----··-. -. ·--·---· ·----- .. · --:~·----· ~-------· --.---------- · 
... ., . 
. ~i .· 
Theorem 10: I:f A and B are groups· 1and V is all element of 
Hom(B,Aut(A)), then tp.ere is a split extension of A by · · · · 
. B to which V belongs. 
. . . . ::l·i,;. 
D'?.fj.fil~_gl]._j2_: · A factor $ystem (V,f) of A by J3 splits. if 
an· extension to vthich. it is ·associated splits •. ·. 
I, 
. . 
• p . (1,." .'... . 
.. 
f -' -·. . ---- -. -. . . ·. . . ·.. . ... . . .· · .. ..•.. -·. __ ._____-,-----'-___ 
f :· - - ·- - -- - - - --- --- - - - ........ - . 
. . . -, . \._ .. . ' .• -.a-'. ' ' . . ' , ' . . ' .. 
.~- ·~-----~-·~~~._.:....:.,,......:...;...;_--~-~-·--lo'-=--'.··-:.·.-~·-··_-· .: ·. ·······~ __ : ... _ . . ,._._·--.-.··-·"" ··:_·--,-.~· ~ 




,..,_,...._•N-.-r..., ___ ,.. •• , •- ,.. ___ r_,...,.._......._,~.~~-~...-., ---~• • - ___ . . ............ , .........• , .. ,., .•... ,~-•-·•·-•«·--•·-···-·•·•-•••--.'-··-··,, . 
• :_. ·- -c-. __:--- ~; -.._,...;.., ·- -=- ._._-_--:..::_.-~·---=---- . . - -
'I 
• •. - • • •·<. •. .~, ., .... __ -,...._,~.a·•-·•'' __ ,.,J--.,,_,j.._ .. ,.,.~ ,,,...,_....,._,., •.••• 
,l 
' - .... i 
. a· 
I, •,~'' •• T~ j i • ', ,r.:.~: ~· ........ ' ' f •• \'; • ' ' 
. .I· • l 
30 
. 
Definition 20: ·.··1n· extension of A by B is a Baer B-extension ...... . ... 
if there exists an associated factor system (V,f) of A by 
B such· that V is a hon1omoruhism from B into Aut (A). 
. ~ 
, 
I Pronosition 24: Let (V,f) be a factor system of A by B. 
. i 
Then the follo~Ting stateme.n~s are equivalent: 
. .,. .:.. -~ ~ ..... 
ii) (V ,f) is equivalent to some factor system (V* ,f*) . · I 
. -- - -. . . -- ·-- .. _,- - - - . ·- ...... - . - - - . ·- .... _____ -.. _ .. --· .... ··. ·. _.· --- ., .. , .. , ,.... • ........ ,....... .._ ........... , ... -- .. -.·-~----,~·= --~-=~-= = =----·· . ... . . ! 
=-=--~-~~-- ·====-==-==....:--=·-·--suc11·th8.fV* is in Hom(B,Aut(A)) and f*(b1 'b2)=eA I 
! 
,-----...-G 
~---~--,=>..-r11..._.......- ------~ :________.~~~-"a*~·~-1}1 -arttl=·fr2-.,o·1ft··-B·,·-:-·mid··=···-"=~~-.. -"=~~-~~~-~-~--~·-"-·=·"'_=v~~ ............ "·~· WWll'"HK., . ,~.,. 
'·-
... 
iii) there is a function R:B •A such that for b 1,b2 in 
. -1 . -1 
... ,;. B, f(b1 , b2 )=(R(b1 b2) )(R(b2 )) (_(R(b1)) (b2V)) • 
Certain simplifications in the theory of group exten-

















,. · Pr_o,position 25: If A· is an abelian group, B a groU.p, and, 




and hence _any associated extension is a Baer B-extension. 
1. i·, 
i Proof: We know that.V: satisfies {h1V){b2V)=({b1b2)V) · ·-c··----- ~.---- '. 
since A is abelia!i i Plies f(b1 , b2 )U=I. 










_ .. _ .. ~,-. ~. ·.-- .. -.. ~-:',,' ·--··-·:·· .- -
·· i~s ,iibelian, then V=V*. 
___ _. ,, : .. .- _____ ·- ··-. 
. , .. 
Proof: Suppose R is an Elquivalence of (V,f) with 
. ' 
. ' 
· (Y* ,f*). We know bV*=(bV)( (R(b) )U) and since A is 
. . 
' 
·, ·, ., .. ' . 
. .. - ' . -. . .,.,,.... ' " 
•. i-: . ··--:1 --..• "" 
-· -· - . ' ... ·.~--~·.,. , __ _:__ ___ ., __ ,_~ :_..,:..._· . -· ,----, 
___ ...... -, ·-· .. - '----~-~ 
.. · ~ ' 
' 
• i 
. ' ~ . . . 
; - . . . . 
.· . . . .... .... . . -~ ....... · ·--------.'-.-c--
: ~,;"•'' '• 
' . ·!,, • •. . . 
. ---· -. _.:.:._~~--:-~ .. ' : ' 
-----·--. ' ' 
··------··-·· .. ., .. , .... ·- -·-·--·- ..... :. _ _.'. ....... . 
~ ··. 
.. ~l!'P : .• < . . - ·--- . . .· - -.. ---'------'-·:..'.. ---1--
,_ ..... 
--.. •, ( 
' I 
' .. _, 
... 
', -t'.-'' . 
, r,- ,I 
~·I~·,, . 
. . .~: .. ~ ' 
· -·. 1 •.• Since A is abelian, for each ·a in A we have a(bV*)= 
-1 ' . 
a* (a(bV))a* = a(QV) for some a* in A. So V=V*. 
Theorem 1j_: If A is an abelian group, B is a group,.· and 
V. is a fixed homomorphism of B into Aut(A), then . 
. 




. .. .... ···-··-»--·-------~----_- . ····-··· ..... --~--(V ,f) is a facto·r. system of A by B ~s an abelian. 
. \" - -
. ' . ' 
·. 31 
... ···-·-·· ·-·-···--- -
. ~ . 
. 
· -·--group 1vhich we designate F~ct(B,A,V), ... · · · ------·- ·--·- ·-.--·-··· ··· ··--
....... . ., . ==~1·n·=,,·-~·h·---"·--e····cc···---·-·s·--·e .. ,-t···-,----····o····-·r·,.--.-_.-··--··r·,,···un·""_······-·c·_,·-t· .. -i .. or,_·· s··-- ···r···--···r--r_ ... _o·-,··m., .. -. ···.B·~---xB __ . ···- ...... --1···-·n·.--,.t, . ---0·, ....... -.~-.-,, ... A-=--,~-· .... ~s·--~u~-=-c--=h-----·=t··--h--·-a, __ t-====~=-=="""'==-- '-~----------· -=-~-.:.=-- .. -:· .. -- -~ ---=-=.J=-----==-·= =-== w l, 
... 
group of Fact(B,A,V) which we designate Trans(B,A,V), 
' 
iii) two factor systems (V ,f) and (V ,f*) of· A by B are 
-
•, 
\.. . . 
equivalent if and only if f and f* are in the same 
' ... 
,.:.1':.--' ·-·-·- -- - -
. .. 
· coset of Fact(B,A,V)/Trans(B,A,V), and 
iv) the group Fact(B,A,V)/Trans(B,A,V) is in a 1 to 1 (. 
r 
correspondence with the set of equivalence classes 
,,; ' 
of extensions 1 of A by B to which V belongs and 
. ' henc_e imposes· a group· structure upon tho:;;e equiv-
i - .... , . -~- ~--... ; .·· -. . ---
alence classes. 
'i 
., ·Proof: By· theorem 10 Trans(B,A,V) is not empty. 
. . .. . . . . . a 
-----·······,-······----... -.;·~~--~~:-~~7---:~--:.-----:--1-)- --Let--f· an·d· -- f * -·b·e . ~n-·-Fa-ct (B , A ,v)··;----·Tne·n·--·-note· · "tliat·---~-
. , 4 I • 
. 
-. . . f*(b1 ,b2b3)t*(b2fb3 ) = f*(b1b2 ,b3 )((f*(b1,b2 ))(b3V)) 
-- ----- - . ~- ------- ----- ~- -- - - -
' ~ 
. - . - . . , _, . -----, ~. . 
-· .... · and f(b1,h2b3)f(b2,b3) == f(b1b2,b3)((_f(b1,b2))(b3V)) •. ·._ 
' -
" 
· ~ce A is abeli_an and b3v is ~n Aut(A), it follows· · _1 ,. 
that ( ( f (b1 , b2b3)) (f* ( b 1 ,b2p3) }-
1 ) ( (f (b2, b3) )( f* (b2 , b 3))) 
. · 
-1 . . -1 
____ --- - ... ·._ <-·- _::;({f(b1b2 ,b3)Hf*(b1b2 ,b3)) )((f'Cb1 ,b2}){f*(b1 ,b2)} }. ·· -- ~--
\,.-·· . 
I 
... _:{·' } 
···'---·· ..... ·,_·-_,. __ · -· ·--~- ,·. . -~ 
' . . 
~............, . , . . . . . .. . . . . ·:_'-'--. --'----c--~-:--:j.~ ,·r/ . , .. ·~ - - -
-•. '....,. .. · 
.·· ·J· . -.- '-, ' -
?-··- ·- ----~, .. -···--.. ----- -_- --_-_ ~ 
. t-·, ,· 
.. 
~ - '"" ' 
•-- <t,o>·---- ---· • 
'\ .. __ ,, ,· .. ' . 
' 
. Hence f-f* is in Fact(B,A,V). Therefore Fact(B,A,V) 
·· is a group. Since A is.abelian so is Fact(B,A,,J)~ 
ii) Let f and f* be in Trans(B,A,V). Then there are 
functions R:B· •A and R*:B •A such that 
· - _ · -1 . • · -1 f(b1,b2 )-(R(b1b2))(R(b2)) ((R(b1-))(b2V)) and 
--- ----------·-- ---
!*tb1, b 2) =( R*( b 1 b 2)) (R*(b2 ) )-
1 ( (R* (b1)) (b2V) )-
1
• 
- -- - - - ... ---·-






),. .. ' 
'l ,' 














' , . I 
----··r 
-- --·- - + 
r ___ , ___ 7.,..._ .. --·-T-~a--n_s . .(.B, A,V) . is "'"a..~.sn.bg.ranp.~~f~- E.ac±~!R,A.,JL_..,...). .. _____ .-·u--aum--=-··~~------~-f 
t:c . . 
iii) (V,f) is equivalent to (V,f*) if and only if • 
. ·At~·" 5-~'.i- ._ 
~~:} . 
there is a function R:B •A such that f*(b 1,b2) = 




I tr- -... -...... . - - r 








proposition 24 we note ~his is true if and only if 
f*=f-f' where f' is in Trans(B,A,V). 
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' . , .. } 
" ' ~ ' .. : 
. ,··. ', ... -. 
· 3·: Cohomology · of Group Extensions 
. ' 
Theorem 12: The. following are isom9rphic for an abelian ·. , 
.,. • • • ~ \j . . 
.... ., ' 
~roup A, ,? group B-, and a homomorphism V. from B into Aut'( A): 
/ 
·i) the group of equ·ivalence classes of extensions of A by 
. B to which V belongs ... ,---------------~---------
:.:.:__.---~-----'-----------~-~ J ,. 
- ---
- --- --
---- -- -- --- - --
' --:----~. · -~_ ~ ____ :___:__~· -c_ii J ___ :·Fac~rJr;·~-;vJ/Tr.aiis-(B ,A, v)·--;··-·ana. ________________________ .. __  
. . 
' 
, operates _OJJ the right of A as defined by a(bV)=a ovb___________ ··--------
·~ 
- . •· - - . . -· ... -~ - . - . -
-~·-----..----·'""'-".'"'-"""(~--~o; i ~-droPI)-;d )0he·: f ~ctor--; ~t·;-arrlh~ -2:-
' ' 




Proof: We have already seen that i and ii ~ar·e isomer-
"5.. , ' phic. To s~ow that ii and iii are isomorphic it suffices· 
. ' . 
to show that the factor sets may be regarded as 2-co-
• 
.. 
cycles with BV as a group of right operators on A. 
Writing A add~tively we lrn.ow for fin Fact(B,A,V) that 
f(b1,b2b3) + f(b2,b3) = f(b1b2,b3) + (f(b1,b2))(b3V). 
Rearranging terms and considering BV as a gr-oup o:r 
right operators we have that 
·_·,. ·- ~-···---------' . - ' ··--·-----· ~--------·---·-··· ·--··-----
."\-;,,.:.;-.. \', .. 
' ' 
. O = f(b2,b3) 7 f(b1b2,b3) + f(b1,b2b3) - f(b1;b~)·b3 
. ~"'~ . . 
r4 • which makes f a·2-cocycle (in the right'-sided·case). 




·-·-------- .~~- ._ · ___ -, _______ F_urthermore .. the __ condition ,_of. equivalence of two factor.--~---·---''--'~----
T1 - -= 
, 
.. ' .. 
. - • . .. : .-....... - . ;"i, •. , ~ • .-·' .• -
. . ' 
' ..... 
I ,, 
,sets f and f* is that f*(b1 , b2 ) - f(b1 , b2) = R(b2} - · 
·· ·. R(b1 b 2) + (R(b1)) (b2V). Considering BV as a. group . of 
' -- . -c..'.: .•.. - - ·-.- -· - ·-
\ '; . 
. -
. . 
. .· ·. _,,.. '',.' ; 
~ ···-- ..... :.... .. ~- .. " ·--·- ... :-.. ~·----·--·· '. __ . -·····-------·-··-··--··· .. ··_::._ ...... -~- .. : .. :,~.;__ __ 
.~--
' t 
'' ' ' 
.... ~ ••. ••• ! 
' '. '.-. ,'_ ......... . 
. ., 
. --:·;-,-_ .. .,.,. .. , -
,.· . ·, .-." ,· 
. . . . . . 
: .. ,_· - .-'.··· '.,.,.~_:::.,,.f···---- .' ......... ~__,, ... 
I 
. .I 
,,, , , ::·' ,'.I . ,, : 
! · .. ;,, 
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' ' 
.. -. •)' 
J, ,. H 
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34 
right __ operators we have f*(b1 , b 2) - . f(b 1 , b2) = R(b2) - ~ 
R(b1b2) + (R(b1))•b2 • So f*-:f = D(R). That is, f*-f 
·, ' ' . 2 .·. 
is a 2-coboundary. Thus we have z, (B,A)=Fact(B,A,V) 
and B2(B,A)=Trans(B,A,V). So Fact(B,A,V)/Trans(B,A, V)= 
· ·H2 (B,A). 
. ·- ... ·. 
Prop,os~.tion 22: If-A is an abelian gr9.µ_p_, __ .B ____ !~ __ fi_U~QUll1-, ~T~·· ~. ----~---1 
- -·,-. ------------··---~----· ...... -.. ----· - -· -, 
-·--··----- - ------- ·- -- ··-- . ------- 7·-------·-- ----- - - .. -- -- - -------- --------
-------~ 
---- is a function from B' into G such t~~t eBT=e A and TY=IB., 
..... , .. ,=··--·==·--c.--=· =---=·-·=-~=E ti..A 1 .. G 'Y,B •E=-~s=c=an="-€2Cte1'l·S4eR~=G=~---,A--~ey=····B~•=:tG·-=WB=i=ef:t=~>o==='· ---==~-~= 
,-------------~--~-----~----------------~cv---,-r) belong·s, theh (i) as a member of Fact(B,A,V), f is 
=.,:.~">?11« mo,:, - F ntir::ftnr "'"fiP u -~~~"""~, . ..,_,.. .. ,..,..,,......_,,._,l:ll<~...-...-~-, · ~ ...... ~~. u~·...,-~.,,-..,.,..,,,a,.w..;>k.i ·x,. c ,- . ._;,-,~;....;..,c,._ . i~..,,,"\I=~"""'-_~._,.,.._,- • , • · l .,~ - - .~_.......,.,.~--=~-~~~· \_. Ill.~.'.'?!- . 
. normalized and (ii) as a member of z2(B,A), f is a norm-
alized 2-cocycle. 
------------· -
----- ---""'"---"'''. ··......;...·. =··-.. -----'------· ------------·-
i 
' -·1 1: 
>. 
Proof: Since (V,f) belongs to the extension and T, 
(b1T) (b2T)=CCb1 b2)T)(f(b1, b2)) for all b1 and b2 in B. 
Let-~ing b1=b2=e13,.~_we:~get ___ eA=f(eB--'eB). So (V,f) is a 
normalized factor system of A by B; Now let b1 an~ b2 
be eff in the defining identity for.factor systems. · 
. . 
Thus :r(eB,b3) + (f(eB,eB))•b3 = f(eB,b3) + f(eff,b3) 
for eaeh b3 in B. Since f(eB,eB)=eA and eA 0 b3=eA, we 
have f(eB,b3)=eA for all b3 in B. Similarly putting 
r~------.-· .. ---'----:---~-, ·--~-...,-.------·" -b2=b3=eB, we find that f (b1 , eB) =e A for each. b1 in B. . .. ... ___ ......... ····-j · -Thus f is. a norma:lizeq., 2-cocycle. . 1~~---.., ..______ . 
t:-· . L ' ' . ' . 
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;i ~!oposition 27 gives.an interpretation of.the nor:rp.-
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ij · · · alized 2-cocycles. _ 
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·· Let A be a left B-module. 
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LE!!.IJYll.c% _g: The map· !1f from c11(B,A) into cn-1 (B,A) defined 
• t . • • 
~Y (r6f)(x2 , •• ,x.n) = · .. LBx-1f(x,x2 , •• ,X:) for each fin 
X 1Il 
· cn(1.B,A) is a homomorphism. 
'3···· ... ··~ ... ·.·. ' ' . ' I ~
Proof: Let f 1 and. f 2 be 
(,Sf 2), and t~!1:i::f2) are 
in cn(B ,A). It· is _ cle~r (,Sf 1), 
·· n-1 · in° C .(B,A). We note that 
;\, 
(¢f1)<x2,_··~··,Xn_) + (¢f2)<x2,•·,~)·=. 
I . 
.. ~----·--·-···- -· =· ==-· ===-----~~c~~Jl ~ .. tr1tx;x2,-~~;",Xii_}-·+;·i~c~'.'.'.lr2<-x,x~r,• ·,~)·~= . ,,h. ~ - ,-~-
ti ···--- --------- -~- - ---- ----------- -
. _,...,~. to, :CN ht 
. . 
1+r 2 »tx-2 ,-..,~h-, Se----¢~ i *-~7~~- ¢( r t+~-T~ha~t~----'-~-,----
i s, 0 is a homomorphism. 
Theore~ 13: If Bis of finite order m, f is in. Cn(B,A), 
· .. '-------· .•. -··--------··---.-·--·-------·-----·· -- -- -
·:-.·_· .. --.....,-...._ 
.~.) I r . 
.. -. - --- - 1 ' -- . . . -
and (¢'f)(x2 , •• ,Xn_).= .~ x-_fC-x,x2 , •• ,~), then 
x in B 
¢(Df)+D(¢f)=mf · · 
Proof: Write g=¢f and let us caleulate (Dg)(x1, •• ,xn)• 
(Dg )(x1 , •• ,Xn_) = x1 • r. x- 1 f (x,x2 , •• ,:Kn) 
X 1n B 
- . r.x- 1f(x,x1x2 ,..,Xn_) 
.x in B , 
'· 
• • • .i.,. 
' . . . . . . . . . -
·/ 
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+( •1 )n-1 _-11- x - 1 f(x,x1 , •• ,X:n':""1Xn.) xinB ·-~·· . · - . '. ' . . ' . .· ._:··. ,'. ·'., . 
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· .· .. +(-1) ~ E x f(x,x1 , •.• ,~_1) .• , 
X in B 
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Also (Df) (x,x1 , •• ,Xn_) 
k•\, •t ', ,..: ·-
,- ·-
= X f(X1 , .• • ,Xii) 




+ (-1) ·r(x,x1,••,xn_1) • 
Thus we. now have (!lf(Df)) (x1, •• ,~) = 
mf(x1 , •• ,Xn) 
c.~---~c~- ~-~E x- 1f.(.xxr~X'2r•·•'*ft+·~----==~. -
.. X 1n B 
_. ,) 
. . ' 
· +-_-£--x,,,.j f' ( x·;·x.pr2 ,;-;-;Xn-Y-----~---......-· __ ___,_;-· .......,-._ ....... ---- ----
x in B · ·· 
,. 
• • • • • • • • • • 
------,-.;---=------,-..,._._ - _...,.,....,,, -,-,,_ .. -----·-···-----·-·····----· .. ··-·· .. ·-··-----
+ (-1)n _r x- 1f(x,xp••,~- 1~) x in B 
. ..... .. •; . 
' ,.,, . I. 




, I , 
• I 
-=== :gz:s....-:r, &mre-re •r:,;r- - -·. 
; ''. 
. ; ' . . 
+ (-1)n+1 .I: x-1f(x,x1,••,~-1) • 
--~----- - -- ~- -
- --- -- - --
.... 
.'. _·.·.-· 
x in B -
I: -1 ( . ) In the sum . x f_ xx1 ,x2 , ••. ,Xn_ put y=xx1• Since 
x in B 
x1 is fixed in B, y ranges over B when·x does. Thus 
I 
substituting in the last equat,ion we have ¢(Df)=mf-D(~f). 
- Corol~ary 9: If Bis of finite order m and f is an n-
cocycle, then mf is an n-coboundary. 
-- ·-- - . - - - - - --,- -·- -- -- - - -- - ---- - - - . 
Proof: If f is an n-cocycle, then Df=O and_ since. rd is 
' . ,, . 
a homomorphism ¢(Df)=O. Thus mf=D(¢f)._T'l.1_at_ is, mf_is-
' 
• .,J ----· ··- -
---~--~- ---· - - -·· - --- -- .. __ , -- ·-- -----·-. -.--------· - . ______ .._ --··-~--·- - ~-- ----~---~----L-------- ----- - -·•--•··•'·•••··-·•·•--·~-------~~----.--~~---•-- • .. . ·, 
the cobou..ndary of ¢f. 
t)- .. -· -------~~~-- _ ----~-'' __ . CoroJ.)acy:_ _10: If B i.s Qi' finite order m, then ever-y ~- .......... . 
m~t of ~(B,A) ha~ order dividing m. 
I: ·- -




' ·, '.,: · .. -... 
--~---- ----~· .-•- ~*" .-· -··. ,_,_ .... -~' 
. -.. - ~ ··- ·--~-. - ----- -
. . . . ~-- - . . . . 
----
Q 
· Prqpf: This ~s a consequence of co·rollary 9. 
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Coroll_gry 11: .If k = 1. c.m. { 0( a); a in A} and B is of 
finite order m, ~hen the order of any element of the· 
.group Hn(B·,A) divides J;c and m and hence g .• c. d. (m,k). 
A. • • • 
Proof: Let f be an n-cocycle. Sirice f(b 1 , •• ,bn) is 
. . . 
in A, kf(b1 , •• , bn)=O for all b 1 , •• , bn in B. So o(f) 
divides k. By corollary 10 the order o_f each element 
in Hn(B~A) divides m: 
~ . .. . 
37 
I ' 
~~=--·---~~ """""~~==='.= ~=-=-.=C(;}-Fe=l=l-a-r-y-1-~2~: --~=Ii!--=··O=~-B-~an4 ~~.~~~==<~. 0s( a~ ·,- a i-E.---.& . -a.J:!8==~=-~~~- · -·- . -=~-= - = - - - - -
• .• - •• ,I,.. ' 
relatively prime, then every extension of A by B splits. · 






















That iS, A haS a ConiP1.9mE!nt in G when E .,_A 1 •G ~B •E . 
-i-s--an--.,e-~t-erision-... .Q.f-----A--.bY.--"B ...... ____________________ w ----,.~,------------~-
~ -
Proof: The hypothesis implies H2(B,A)=O. Thus _by 
theorem 12, Fact(B,A,V)=Trans(B,A,V). That is, the 
--· ---· --·--·---· :..:..: __ , ________________ f'-actc,r --systems of A by .. B. split. So- every e:x:t.en~iQP. _Q_f_ _______ __ _____ ______ _ __  
' ,· 
, .- . I 
A by B splits. 
- l.. 
Corollary _13.: If B is of finite o_rder m, and A is a 
-· ---- -- ·- - ------------·----..---. ----------------·-----·------·-- ·---- -·--···--,y" -. 
divisible group with no non-zero ,elements of finite 
, order, then Hn(B,A)=O. 
Proof: Suppose f i·s in zn(B ,A). Then mf is in Bn(B,A). 
That is, there exists a gin cn-1(B,A) such that Dg= 
mf. Furthermore since A ·is d.ivisible, there is an h 
' 
. .· . . .. -1 , ... i, !.-1\ ' 
---- -·----- · ·------------- --- :....._ _____ --- -_· ---- --- - -in .,.n ( B A) such that mh-g .T1nus m· r-Dg-D ( mh) -mDh : 






·-···-· ··_ ---·-···- ., -- ,..._ ____ - ,- .... ---
. . 
. . .......... -- .. ·- ·-.···· .. ;·-······· ........... ··,-···· ·-·· 
' ' 
- • .. . • ; ..• ·•· •.. ., ••• , .· ..... ,,.. .• -- ·- ·--a.,•·-·-
•.;,c-..:,.--.-J---
-·, •···· . __ ··- -~- ·----- --- ·- -- --· -~ . 
----,·· -=-""'-''"l -=-~· 
., --, -----, 
·.; 
Since A has no elements of. fiD:i te order except O, f=Dh;-~-V· 
So f is in Bn(B,A). 
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38. 
·, ........ : .. :~ ·· . ·suppose A is abelian and .E .· • .A-1.G •B" ... E is an exten-
-· - - 1 . 
' ' . :.·.·.-i', \,J 
. --·------------
--
s ion o:r A by B. If K is a .compleraent of A in G denote · 
by kb the coset. repr·esentative -of b in G · wh·ich is. in K. 
. . 
-If K is a.complement of A in G, consider A as a right 
B-module where for each a in A and each x in B the oper-
ation of B upon A is defined by kxak;1=aox. 
-- - ·----· ·- ---- -----·------------------- --------·· --~---···-·-· ---·---· - - -----···-·· --··--·-- ·- ~-·---------··----· --
. . 
~eJll!Ila 3: If Kand Lare two complements of A in G, then 
I. 
-- .-.- .. c;:-._~,.:.,_,·~- ·,,.,,.-_-.·_-:·::-,_•··.·:_··,_7-····.c'··-:,--~·-:---Z\~.··:-··-;:;:.-_::---;---:-;;--',c-:-_c--.:-------,,--_.,·-·.'---~,- .. ·-.-·,·,.· __ -_··--.,,. .. ::.. •. ~_-·-···-:-•-•--,-r,::·-·:·.·-'"·-·.·,•-·,·,-··-,_--,--·_· __ ,, ____ ,_ ·---_-·,-~.------.,_-..... -::,;::,:'·o.,···--:;;-.···-=;--=.=,--;.'--:·_:.·-.;c·,-:.·.·.-;-__ t.·.:·.·.·_,•.·_._" .• ,_-_ .·_· -_, . ..,.;~._.-_,,,x•--·'--•--'"--·----~-:,-_ .•• .:_-,. -,-,,.,._=,-_· .. ·_ ,,...._.,..:-~-'""""""-~-~~--~--~,.....;....,L~--·--~,--···-'---·-·-·-
-~~n.1 .... -.?~.J1:ui:a:.~n.,.:-..n~KUW~,......~~or,..•· ,.x.,....-1',rrn:re-r:::n-:wn: r zr::,: •=•n1"-•noa1,:s1-:r.-_-n m~~ ·._pew · a ~......-.ia51,....-~~ :- - -.~..,.._..... _ 
is 1n a. · 
. . . . . ... ., . ., .. 
. . ·Proof:. Since lb arid kb are in the sa.me coset of A, . 






















" I, , 
~ 
------ ·--- -1 --· - ----1-"- ----------lbkb is in A. Let ab=lbkb. 
Lemma 4: If Kand Lare two complements of A in G, then 
' 
_ ... ___________ ab is a 1-cpchain of B into A. 
··-··--- .. ··-··- .,. -···------ ·---···--·- - ·-- • -----· ·--•.o ___ , _____ •••• ·-···· .... -·--------·····------·-·····---. _____ ; ·--~ --·. - • ··---· --....... -·----~"-- ··- • -- •• -------~-------·-·------·-·· 
. L P.roof: }Tote that for each x and y in B that 
' -1 
· .. Bx ( ayox) kxky=~kx6ykx kxky=axkx~~ =lxly =lxy=axykxy= . 
ax~~y· Thus <lx<ayox)=Sxy· 
Proposition 2§: If Kand Lare two complements-of. A in 
• 
G and H1(B,A)=O, then Kand Lare conjugate. 
Proof: Assume the above notation. Then since H1(B,A)=O 
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8x is a 1-cobouno_ary. That is, ax is a principal 
homomorphism. So there is an a* in A such that 8x = 
I, , 
-1 -1 .,, 
a*(a.*ox);... 1• Since Bx now equals a*kxa* kx, we have .. 
lx=~kx=a*kxa*- 1• So L=a*Ka*-1• 
.: . -~. 
-~- ·r 
·, .·' • i • ' 
', ,: '•. -
. . ', 
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·. pro_positior! .29: If o(A) and o(B) are re1at0 ively prime, 
·. " _ . ,,0)theil A. has a complement K in G and any two complements 
· ~ of A in'G are conjugate. 
·-
i 
. -:,'. i\ Proof: By ·corollary 11, Hn(B,.A)=O for n greater than 
O. By corollary 12, A has a complement Kin G. By 
·"); 
- ·•··~· ~ '' \ 
' , . .,, 
------- - -------- =-- -- ------ -- ---------- -~ ----- - --
pro posit iO Il. 28 and the lert=right duality oI'-cuchainSf · . } 
··------------------·----------;----· ·-~---- · ahY · two cotttplements · of A in G are conjugate. 
N~w .. , .. ~.oc....,._....._'a...,...::,.'Q.~.,_.uc.., ... .;;,wn~:l,4'1'.....,.r#.""""_,._ ... --=>1,~-~.-· -~ ........ ~-.. Q .. ~I.W-~~>:Mlf-~ ............... ~~~-.~~ ....... -.r-~ • , --·-"*= ........... _ ...... ,, .... ·-. ---------
Corollary 11±: · If A is a normal abelian subgroup of a . ·· · 
. . . . . j 
------group ··n where otAJ·and-~-o(-G/A~---ar-e--Pel-at-ivel¥-Prime,- .then ____ _ 
A has a complement in G and any two complements -of A in 
G are conjugate. 
:···-·----------·----~·-.-'----- P f L t B G/A · · · - · ·- - r··o--····o· ·· ··· · •• · ·· ···e· · --- -- -- -- -- - ·---.-------- ........ ----·----- ... --·------------· --,.-~·-· --····~---~~---·---·---
~-i . ---N••------- -·-··-••••--• ----· ---- ·- --- _ .. - __ . .,_, _________ - -
;_ ' 
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· · We ·no1r1 will study some applications of cohomology 
theory to extensions of a (non-abelian) group A by an 
arbitrary-group B. We follow the development'by.Kurosh(2). 
The following .simple relationship is instrumental 
in the study of extensions of non-abelian groups. It 
-
·-:. 
- ------·· ·----·---- ------· -- ----- ------- - . -- - -- ------•----- - - -
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,.· •.-, • ;·- ••' .•. .....,... •• r.-,-•·,· ·•• • - -• • ... 
~- Aut(A) for non-abelian groups, Vu is a homomorphism of 
. 
B into Aut(A)/Inn(A), where u is the.-natural homomor-
phism. of Aut(A) into Aut(A)/Inn(A) and-V is a function 
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Propo._sj.tion JO;: Let (V ,r) be a factor system of A by B. 
. . 
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'TU 
Inn{A). Then i) Vu is in Hom(B·,Aut(A)/Inn(A)) and ii) if -
(V*, f*) is eq~ valent ~o (V, :r) , then · V*u=Vu. · 
\ i 
, I 














. . ·Proof: Let b 1 and b2 be 111 B. Then (b1Vu)~l:,2!1:12 equals ------------ -- ~-=-~---- -·--·---- --· -- -----,-·-·--··--···- ·-·-·-- -·--·····-,.----·-·-··--·-·------·--·--· . ' - .. ·--·· . . . ·- i =·•-- . ... . - · ... c-.,·-.·c·cc·•·. ~ 
···· .. . ( (b1 V) (b2V) )u since u is a homomorphism. But (b1V)(b2V) 
·-- -·--·-·-··-···--- ·---···." -· -· -_- ................ f 
' .··· ·-· .· · · .. · - -= ((b1 b 2 )V) ( (f(b1 , b2))U) and (f(b1 , b2 ) )U is an inner I 
!L-. ~------automo~.p:t1i-sm._. ...... /l'h'bls--(·0;Vu){b2Vu)~( b1·b2 )V"tlo···Phi""S·-proves·-·=-~~-~--.-,~--j 
. 
- . ----- - --- --f . . ·-. '"' - ·- - - {i). Now suppose (V*,f*) is equivalent to (V,f). Then 






there is a function R:B , A sucrr tl1at bV*=bV( (R(b) )U) ~ . - . I 
. --- ·------·--·--·-·------· .... ·---- ··-"··---·. ----··-··· -·-··· ·-··---·-··- --·----·-·--·"·---··--· ... -... -.. - -··------- .. --_--,-----·---· ---·-·---·. --·--1 
We not'e that · (R(l:>) )U is an inner automorphism. Thus "' i 
l bV*u=(bVu) ( (R(b) )Uu)=bVu. So V*u=Vu. l 
Propositio_p 31: Let (V,f)· be a factor system of A by B. 
Then V is a homomorphism if and only if f (b1, b 2) is in 
. the center of A, Z(A), for eacn b1 and b2 in B. 
Proof: By the definition of factor sy~tems Vis a 
---- ---·----··-········ -- . ··-- - - . - ' / 
homomorphism if and only if (f(b1 ,b2))U=IA. Further-
more ( :f (b1 , b 2) )U=I A if and only if f(b 1 , b2 ) is in Z( A). 
I, . 
Definition 21: An abstract kernel is a triple (B,A,¢) 
- --·--···· ---- \-------
- -- . -
' ,_ ~ - -- - ~-. .:.---~- ~ .. -"--where A . and B are groups and -¢-·---1-s---a--hememorphi-sm-- of'-----B---~- -----·---·-·-··· 
: '-:··;_1.. .• • ·-
. . · .. ~.J 
... ·'.'' 
into Aut ( A) /Inn( A) • 
. 
Let¢ be an arbitrary homomorphism of B into Aut(A)/ 
r·nn(A). Then for each x in B, x$& is an automorphism class. -
That is, x~ is a coset of Inn(A) in Aut(A). Select an 
. '\... '. 
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' i . ., 
automorphi~m 1X in the autbmorphism class X/6 f'or ~ach X . 
' . 
ill B. This defines a function V:B •Aut(A) by xv=Tx. Note 
that Vu=¢. Hence 1xfyf~=(xV)(yV)((xy)V)-1 is in Inn(A). 
. '· ·, 
I 
Thus for each x· a!ld y in ·B we -choose an elem·ent f(x,y) 
. . . . . -1 .. 
in A su~h that f(x,y)U is the inner automorphism 1x11x ~~---~-=-. --···--
-------··-··----- __ .. _ --··-·-----"~~----· .. "·" ...... ,._. __ , ........ ······.··-----··· ----· ... - ...... ---··-····. ---------------·-------.--- ·----- ... ~~---- y y_ 
~~ ~ 
·------ ------ - - - --··-···- ·-------·- _____ .. ____ ----·----------·-··- ... --·· - - . --- - . - --- - - - - --·-- ·--·- - ·- ·-· --- .i. - - --- - ·-
- ... ~---=---------------------- - - - --- - -- - ---- -






~ . ' 
- --- - --- ----- - --.. - · - - - 1 - 1 . .. 
_ as above, (f(xy,z))((f(x,y))1 )(f(x,yz)) (f(y,z)) is- . . _ ~-·-~=~~~~~~~~~~~!·~~l!~~--,··~-~;-~-.i~~~~~~~-~c~;~~:~~~-~~~·--~,;~~~~==~-~~~~~~~~=•=~=~~-~~~~~=~·-~=n,,1,r!·~~Z~~m.~~~·-~-~~~~=~,~~--~~~~~-~-~~~~~=~===-~1•=~--~~-~=~~~-~~~~~-~~u,:·,-,.~ ... · 
-- -- -- - in Z ( A) • tr 
~ _,....,,...,.._ffW3tJ7'.'!- -· q -, ..... ii 
·Pro~f: ·we:·obs.erv~ that· rr;r;:n~-;-1;crz;;yyuff;-;- . h * Jlllu/ ·,.- • -=--
-· ... ,.· 
-1 . . ~ . . . 1x ,11 (f{x,y)U)l = i J ({f(x,y} t}U);: _________________ -,...,.---
-· Y z z · · z --· xy z· z · 
l (f(xy,z)tr)((f(x,y)i )U). Also 1x(lyl ) = 
xyz z .z .. 
Txlyz(f(y,z)U) = ixyz(f(x,yz)U)(f(y,z)U) •. Therefore 
( f(xy, z)U)( (f(x,y) T z )U) = (f(x,yz)U)(f( y ,_z )U). Thus 
·{ (f(xy,z))(f'(x,y)1z)(f(x,yz))-1(f(y,z))-1}u = o. 
Since the kernel of U is Z(A), the proposition follows. 
-- - ----- - -- --- -- - - ------- - - ··--·-- --·-------- -------------------- --- ----y---.. . -------------- . -- - .. ····- - -----· _________ _, _______ --
\ 
For each x,y, and z in B choose an element k(x,y,z) 
· --- - in Z(A) such that f(xy, z) (f(x,y) 1 z)k(x, y, z)=f(x,yz)f (y, z). 
We note that k is a 3-cochain of B into the-abelian group .. ·, 
Z-(-A-)--· wh·en-·-B-·-i·~---·con·s·id·er-ed-. -as a· right--- opera~tor·--- on Z( A) - -~-- ---------· -------- -
·. defined by ao b=a 1b: That :Ls, k. is . in c3 (B ,:Z( A) ) • 
~ . .-.,·:·.' 
,, . 
. •... {.' . 
_ Definition 22-: The co chain k defined above is said to be 
· an obstruction. of the abstract kernel (B,A,¢) ~ 
.. 
' I 
As defined the coch~in k of B into Z(A) depends on 
... ,- -
J • ' • ' ~ 
' . . ' 
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-
. 'the choice of' automorphisms 1b for. b in B and the . choic9 
of f(b 1 ,b2 ) . for b1 and h2 in B which induces the proper 
' -inner automorphism. 
· . Leµima 2': The coset of B3(B,Z(A)) in c3(B,Z(A)) in which . 
. -···-----~ . -· . 
·- .. --------'l------ ··--
elements f* e x,y-)··-~~~~-,~~9~~~ ·-~~~·-·~·~·~-~:r1!1:~.~ ,~1:1;~~~~!-=... ~-~-·· .. ·-··-·· .-··=~~J..;Z;.:-1.'.2...J.,L-...a..;,~~-=d r,3Fill'f; .......... iF --TF"70"_,,,_E ~ii'i"-1, --~Q-.=:;:li,~~;;7 :...J..-.• ,1:-..~··· ..... 
• 
·''" 
phisms of A. Then there are eiements g(x,y) in Z(A) 
~ui"g-tck+·•.·~--'-"011-~- ~w.•r,; • ~~-~~'1~~-..... ... ~.a,l\;AOC"°Cl'!'UY"" ··.q·™':""~1-......... · - . .....-, ___,.._--zrzlnr=:::-. /lJ;d__,.·:d.--,~ 
. ·. - ~ucri-~'that~-r*(X~)-;--~f(x,y)g(.x,y}. If ,ve now calculate . 
the cochain k* ,corresponding to the new elements f*(x,y) r 
we obtain k*(x,y,z) = 
. 
~-
. {( g(y, z) )- 1 ( g(x,yz))- 1 (g(xy, z)) ((g(x,y)1 z) lk(x, y, z). 
The expression --in the brackets is the co boundary of 
the 2-cochain g of B into ·z{A). Thus the 3-cochains k 
and k* lie in the same coset of B3(B,Z(A)). Note that 
----·--··-· ----·- .. <'-·-------------------- --- _.g __ -i-S---arl---arbi trary -2-c-oeh-ain --e-f ·B -into ZEA}-. -- Thus ·we· -- ··· -- ------
can obtain ask* every cochairt of the coset of B3(B,Z(A)) 
in which k lies. Suppose further that the automorphisms 
,\ 
_1b are replaced by automorphisms i~ lying in the s~e .. ___ _ 
---··--·---- -----,,-----
automorphism classes b¢. Then th~re. are elements ab -----------·-· 
', , •• I • - ----•·· ---··--·--••--
" ., in A such that 1t = Tb(abU). Then it follows ~hat 
*+~+ . ~+ -1 j+ lxly = lxy<<~yf(x,y)(~ y)ay)U). (*) 
. : . ' 
.. -' . * ' .. 
· Since the choice of elements f (x,y) is at our disposal, 
we put f*(x,y)=a_;;r(x,y)(~i;)ay• Then by (*) we have .... \ 
7- ... 
: --·- .. ..:.::.- .. '--------·~-------·-.--.. --····--· . ··•·· -
. ,' 
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. ~ ' ,/' '';' ' . . ' ; ., 
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• 
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- r; 
~~~ ~···· '·::··:~---~"'\ 
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. ' ~ ,·' . 
. ' 
,[ ,i' 
.... - .. ,''' ~. 
' ...... ' " . 
'' ·ii,, • 
· ~yf*(x,y)=f(x,y) a.y.Cax1t). Furthermore, 
·" _.·· ~yzf*(xy,z)(f*(x,y)1!) = . 
f(xy,z)B.zC~f*(x,y))1: = 
. ' .,' .•. 
. ·,·······•:d' -- .• 
. ..... '·,_ ... 
. <"'. < 'If3 
. . .- ' ~ ·: •. 
........ 
: •. -.~:tt··-1 . 
•·" '.·i· ·. ~·'>· .. 
f(xy, z) az (f(x,y) a.y(~ t;')) '! ::::: 
,--'-,--·~_., -"-----,---.---· __ f(~,z)_(f'{::c,y}T-z)az(11y(~T;)Jf! =- _ _ _ _______ . .. -~---.. _·_---·-
. *+ *+~+ ..... ., .. -
_·'.._ ____ ~ _ f (x, yz) f_( y, z) k( x, y, z) az ( ~ 'z) ( ax Iy·'z) __ = ___ _ -_ ---·---------~~----=-:..--.:.-::_.:-:--_=:.-.:.. .. _·-__ -
···,··-· .... -.:··· -~~-=.- ~- =~ . f (x, yz) 8yz ( axt;z) f* ( y, z )k ( x, y, z) = - ---- - : __ c:- ::_= : -- -- -_1 __ - -~--- ..... ·.-.......... , 
:-~,c-o;,=c.,~~-=-''"==----.............. _-......:a.m,.,a, ............ :·~·-.... ::axyzf*(-xryz}f'*(y;z]k(x,y-, z); ···--~~----· - . 
_---------_---·~........,.-..:.------------~~-~'·~-_ _EceJ:'<i~tLz~xill-1;2.=.:t:(x,y_zl.f*~lkuc__,y,..zJ •. -~-~ :_ ._. 
q 1:; ... 
-·-··-····· --·'·-·-·····-·· - ---- .- .. 
.. 
.. ' . ' - J~ 
'In other words,-with our- choice.of elements f*(b1,b2) 
the cochain k~remains unchanged. This fact ·with the 
piior part of the proof completes the proof of the 
lemma • 
·-;--------------------·Theorem 14: · If --A and B are, groups and ¢.· 1is a homomorphism 
of B into Aut(A)/Inn.(A), then 95 is associated with an 
extension E ~A •G •B .. E of A by B if and only if the 
1" 
---------- --- -------cochain k defined above :is ill B3-(B,z(.A)):- - ·- -- ---------·----·-·· - -- . --· ··-·--- -----------------
Proof: First suppose there is an extension G of A by 
B associated with ~. Choose T:B .. G such that TY=IB. 
----,---'--""""-',",--'. ~-,-_ -,_-_Then ___ there .. -exi-st.s---a--uni-q-ue----f-aetor--- systerp_- ,Cv, f} whi-ch 
\ _J ' 
~ '' . 
' -
~ belongs to the extension and T. From the definitio_n f-.. 
of a factor syst~ ft follows that k(x,y,z)=eA for 
· .• i _all x,y,z in B. Conversely, suppose that the homomor-
phism¢ is such that the 3-cochain ·k obtained by some· 
choice of automorphisms 1b and some choice of element;s. 
' 
t . . '' ·. 
- •• -1 
.. 
" ~ • ,.. .. "• ·,•~r---.... , .• ,,_ •o: .• ,~ ... '-" -
I . 
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' . ', . . .--·· i '. . ' ' ~ lfll.' 
· t(b1 ,b2J belongs to R3(B,Z(A)). We know,"by lemma 5 
that we can obtain, by changing the elen1ents f(b1, b2) 
if_necessary, an arbitrary element in B3(B,Z(A)). 
In particular we can thus obtain the. cochain k=o.· In 
......... ·. . 
' 1' 
I 
.. . ' 
I , 
___ _ the latter gase v,ii;h V:b . ~ Tb, (V ,f) is indeed a I 
............ ,.. ... ------ .. , .. --c .......... ---··-·---------,--- . --·- ·-··-·t-
factor, system of A by B. Furtl1ermore (V:, f) determines I 
.... _· - - ···· .. ------T-_·_. -_ -~--- ... -·:··: ----.-l-
an extension of A by B. T11is extension is then assoc- -- . · ··· · · -i 
- - .. - --- - .. .•.. ·- - -- ' - _. ___ --
- I 
~:....- •. _-,·•-c .. ~==--= •'Tc===~= -=~--~==--===:i:-a~e-cl·-=cwi:·t"h'~~-,¢,~.,=-.o,o,,~,,"~''"~'"=•·.,=~·G=~~--=~~~~~===c~,~o,j,~-~,,=a=•~~»~"~''N•O,X,=<C"""=~m,o~=--~~;~~:·~.::~.::~~~-::.,;Wr~~===--··-·=· . -· --"""""""'~-";u="ThWV" .. N•" - ·t·· 
I 
l ( . 
Theorem 14: An abstract kernel (B,A,¢) has an extension· 
if and only if one of its obstructions is the 3-cochain Q. 
t' 
Note: Since each element 1b of Aut(A) induce~ by re-
striction an automorphism of Z(A) and since each auto-
morphism of A in a particular automorphism class induces 
I • •I',_ •, 
• 
--·---------- ·the.same __ ele.roent. __ or ___ A'k1t_(_Z(A)_) .. ,_¢._ Il}c!~es, B a set of oper-
-- -- --------------·---·-------·--------- .... ------
--··';Ii. 
,_ 
ators for Z(A). 
Theorem_jj: If there exists an extension of.A by B. asso-
ciated ___ wi_t_h __ , __ flf_, __ then_ _ t_here _____ exi st_ s ____ a __ j _ to __ 1 _co rr_e spJ?nd en c_e __ ___o_ _ _ 
between all ·no~-equivalent exten~ions of A qy B which 
·are associated with i and all non-equivalent extensions 
of Z(A) by the group ·or operators B corresponding to 
'. 
'. 
.. ,.,~ .... 
. ' 
· · · · ·the homon1orphism 95. 
-~ ~- ,- ', ·.:.·. . '' . 
Proof: In as much as we are concerned with the non-
--- . ' .. ' -.- ., 
,· 
•.. '·•·· - --· .• j. - - • '., ... 
' : • 1' ' 
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,·-·"'·--~-- ·- -·-· .,, __ .. , - ........... -, ··-~·-·-- .,,,_ --····· - --·--· '•. 
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equ_i valent · extensions of A by B, we · can as before· re-
strict· our survey to extension·s. E • A I •G · ... B .. E. 
Likewise we can restrict our attention of .the exten-
sions E •Z(A) ,.H - >-B >-E to those for which H con-
I I 
tains Z(A). Let G be an extension of A·by B associa-
- _-_--,- ·---;c••,__- __ ~,--..=------- --c •. ·--· ' -- -----.----------------·- - • 
ted·with ¢ such that G contains A and ~et H be an 
- -- . 
extension of Z.(A) by the group. of operators_ B (whi-ch 
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-~· 7ilF ·== 
Consider all possible pairs (g,h) such.that g is in 
· -· · · G, h -·is· in H · and gA ·and hZ(A) ·correspond ·to· ·one and 
the sa.me element bin B. The operation 
'• -... 
clearly makes the set of all such pairs into a group 
which we denote Q.. The pairs of.the form (a,z) with 
a in A a.rid z in Z( A) form a nor.mal subgroup which we 
denote!,. Furthermore the pairs (z,z- 1) with z in 
'. --
· -----·-----·-·-·---- · -· Z(A) form a normal subgroup whicp. we denote I'l.- Let -
l;~'. 
·~r }~ 














G'=G / N and let A'=A / N. Then A' is a normal sub-
- --
group of G'. Furthermore A' is isomorphic to A since 
one and only one element of the form ( a 1) is con-
---· ... . . . . -· --·-··- .. .. . ···- .. - . . ...... _ .................. -.. --··-·--·-·····-···--.. - ......... ___ ·-·····--··---·----·---»••••.o•,-.. --.. --.. ··---·--···----.. -·---- , .. ·--·--·· -------------·--·· --~---='-----
~ained in each coset of Nin!• Define B'= G'/A'. 
' . 
. We will now sho,v that the factor group B' which i's 
~isomorphic to~/! is isomorphic to B. If (g,h·) is 
in Q, then the coset (g,h)A will contain precisely 
the elements of the form ( g1 ,h1) with g1 in gA and · 
• '. " I 'I.,• <' 
, . ·, !! r 
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. · h1 in hZ(A) ~ By associating with the coset (g,h)! 
'' .. _ ,,- ( 
'\ ' 
.. that element b in B which corresponds to the cosets 
gA and hZ(A) we obtain an isomorphism between B' and 
B. -G' is .t11erefore an extension of A by. B. Suppose 
-
T is a function which gives :for e\ach b in B a repre-: · 
»· 
. ' , .. ; ... 
: ··,'-l'Q' ·- ·.· ; 
. ' . . 
----------~------:- .-----_-sentati~e -G~--the -o-oset of A whicp. is n;iapped by Y into 
,,, 
b. We will adopt the policy of using the notation gb 
. -·1 
-;;;:,.:==~-~~-==~:..-:.:::·---.=----_-==~=-~~~,~"-~:-ft1:-~~plac··e,.,,,of·,··-···b~r--~,--···Supp·o·s,e··,~t·he··'exte'ffs]J5rr···E·· .. ·,.·,.···,-.·.-A··· --·-··.;a···.,·., .. ·,.;B ___ ,.-,.,.;E=,,~=~-~~---
,··--•-····· ··-·······-·-~...........,_____ 
_ ___ b_. ____ • .._,... ~~ '•--·--•· .-o. .~ --~ ... ~-·~.,.,-.· o.-.---~· ' -- •-
. - •• ··'I .. ., .. . ' , ~ ---~--------------------·, ___ ----~e>~ets of A, the factor sets fa, and the automorphisms 
. . 
r 
·induced by the· elements b in B. Suppose· the extension 
E ~z(A) •H •B ~Eis given in terms of the repre-
sentatives hb of the cosets of Z(A)~ the factor·sets 
fH and the automorphisms induced by Bas a set of oper-
ators on Z(A). In order to describe G' similarly we 
- I 
choose representatives gb of the cosets of A in G' by 
" - --- ---- - .... --- --- --- .. 
g~ = (gb,hb)N ." ... - ; _ - ~----'-
-------~------,---W_e~·-n~o~r se~k, __ tl].~_ fac_tor __ pets ___ and __ automo:tphisms of A..~------------·-.·- __  
induced by B. For x and y· in B 
' f 
-gXgy --=--{-gXT~) N{gy-,hyJN --=---tgx-g-y ,hxhy)N - ---
= (g·xy-r0 _(x,y) ,hxyfH(x,y) )N - - . . ....... l 
. _ _:i_. c: _ . :. · ·······-······- .. = ( gxy, hxy)N( f G (x,y) ,fH(x,y)) N • 
H6wever (f H(x,y), (f fl(x,y) )-1 ) _is in N ~ Thus we have 
(fG(x,y) ,r11 (x,y))_1'J = (fG(x,y)f11(x,y),1)N .• ·.So. 
I I I . 
gxgy = gxy<fG(x,y)fH(x,y),1)~ 
' .-"\ __ ·.. . 
:~ ' " \ 
.. 
. , 
, I ''•·1 • 
. ' . 
,' ' I ' ' : 
\ ' ~' ' 'f ' • - ,' T • .,_ ' IJ ' .. . 
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- 'I '' ' ;' ~ 
• ·.· ... ·, : ··.' : . ': / ·,. i •..• . 
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0
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This.is the required factor s~t. Now note.gx agx = 
-1 • .. I ( -1 ) -1 (gx ,h;1 )N(a, 1)N(gx,hx)N = gx agx, 1 N = gx agx • 
· Therefore the at1tornorphism induced in ·A by the ele-
. I I I 
ment gx of the ·extension E .. A 11rG ~B- .. E corresponds [: 
,. ' . j 
· _ _r-1: .... ~ .. 
· . - . · · "'--'th th t ·t. . d d · 1 A b .. - th·· . 1 t - ,.. ·. - i 
··"··· ,.-", ...... -.. ----~---,-·-~-=--=~~,~:~ .. -~-----~--~·----···w . ..L... . . ... · e ...... au omorp . J.sm .111 u.ce_.. in .· . y ... --e -e .. emen . _gx_. ___ ··------------. -=--·~,=---=-·-----~-.------~ -! 
. I 
o_f th.e extension E · •A · .. G, · ·· a-B •E-.-- ['nu-s~--G-t .. --is- as-so-c .. '!'"' __ _ 
iated· ·with the same homomorphisra 95 as is G. Since the 
~-·-~~~·-"---~·-~~ -~--.e*tens4e:a, .. (;L~ ef ..... A, ·3'·&· comple~e.J:y .. QS,1;.e;p-fil4i'i€(a"~··· try::,tfie~=::-,::::==.:..~=--:..:....:::..~""········ 
. . 
·-.·u··--~ • <.,-, ·v ,.- ,.•.-.•. 
----·----··----··--··-·---·----·--··------ ---------- - (~ . --·-·----
extension G of A a.nd the extension H of Z{A), we iri-
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" 
shall show that for each extension G* of A by Basso-
ciated with 0 there is an equivalent extension (G,H*) 
. 
for a suitable choice of extension H* of Z(A) by the 
operators B. Since G* is associated with~ by hypoth~ 
/ 
* .. 
esis, the representatives gb of the cosets of A can 
·,;' be chosen such that the automorphisms induced by them_ 
,• 
in A are the same as the automorphisms induced by the 
----------~---Slem.ent.s-..... gb __ Qf ___ G .... ____ supp.os .. e .... t.hat __ with ___ this __ choi_ce_9f. __ _ 
representatives the factor set r;* for G* is formed. 
r • 
~ .. . 
-·-------------~-~-----Then fG(x,y) and r;*<x,y) induce the same inner auto ... -""--~-
- . . 
- - . -- -·-· ... -- - , ....... -- --·-·-- ··- ... 
•• : ,,l -
- '' .. ,• 
. morphism of A. That is,. t·hej" differ by an element in 
. * * * .. Z(J\). Suppose fG*(x,y)=fG(x,y)fH*(x,y) where fH* (x,y) _ 
is in Z(A). Since rG* is. a factor. set and r;*cx,y) 
lies in Z(A), rg* is also a factor set. This, t~gether 
• •• 0 -•,-• -••M -·••••-_..• -- • _ I 
- . 
• 1 • • ~ ,.... 
; . ~,1!. 
------ -~--------·· 
- - - - -- --
- -·-· ... ··--···-·-· - .. - ----
- - -- --- -----·-··-- ... 
·--~--------- -
( . with the operators, determines H*. Thus the extension 
.. 
•··-·- -•:-···-:·- '·-:·-:••7••··•----eo •• ·•···"'•-•·· ---• 11 
' ·'' •. -- .! • 
,, ...... ' I 
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I• _.·..... • •• 1: ' "' 
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G* and (G,H*) are· equivalent. Finally v1e show that if,. 
H1 and H2 are two extensions of Z(-A) by B, then the 
extensions G1=(G,H1) and G;=(G,H2).are equivalent if 
' . . 





· - e(liiiValence map of H1 onto H2• Then (g,h1) .. (g,h1T) 
·,:;,_-!'~,.~ ........ -- -· - ,,. :; .-·- .• , - .. •' .:• • ' . ' 
I 
·- ·----·-·---- ·--~~ . -----------·-----·-- ----
is an isomorphism of Q1 onto .Q:2 in which!! andN are 
l'llal)ped onto themselves. Thlls G~ and c(2 are equivalent. 
•• I 
. . 
f I · · -
-....-;-, ........... ........_.... __ ___,__. __ _.G ........ ,,.,.._ .... -o~U?~..G.2~-·i.s~~.g~v2-n, •.. -.As--ha:C~~et ,-.,~~-be-g.ilren.-~y.~~----............... -........ -~-:· 
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r.·. ( . 
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i-' I , 
I 
i 
. automorphisms induced by the _cos et represe?tati ves gb l 
l 
and the factor set fG. Let H1 be given by the factor ~- -,.,c'· I 
set fH. Let H2 be given by the factor set fH. Then 1 · 2 
we -know---that~-t-h&~:as4~ ~and G; are given in ---- ~-- - ·~ -
accordance with(*) in terms of the representatives 
g~,b and g;,b by the same au~omorphisms and by the 
. I 
' I
_;. ____________ factor sets fGfH 1 ~d fGfH2 • Since M is an ~q_?.iva- _ _ .. 
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--·----. -----I-C Q S 9t of A. Thus_ there is an a in A such tha.t - ---- ·--------- ----------.---- 1 
X ·" 1 i 
i I I g .M = g a • 1,x 2,x-x 
or aror-e-rary a in A aer ine g~ ~!ag~ ,~=acxv}~ ~-Tnerf--- · ----_ -· · 
t f 
ag1 ,x =g 1 ,xa(xV). Applying the mapping M to this equa-
(**) 
' . ' tiori and using· ( **) we get ag2 a =g 2 a ( a(xV)). ,x X ,x. X , 
t ' However ag2 =g2 (a(xV)) and hence we have ,x ,x ·. 
( a ( xV) ) a = a ( a ( xV) ) • · 
··-·- ··---- -- .. X . X - · ··- ····· -----------------------
Since tl1e element a(xV) ra11ges over all of A whenever 
-·-··-----·--·-· ------ -----
' . '.,, .. ' ... '---·- -~-----·-·-~-- ··---·- ,- ---, ·-·-------'-------------- ·-. ~------'-·-----.-.------
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' ~- . 
· .a .. does, ~. lies in. Z(A). We know furthermore· that 
. ' •.I •. ' . 
g1' g 
1 
· · = g·1' fG(x,y)f H · (x,y). Applying the mapping ,x 1 , y ,xy · . 1 · . . 
-M to this equation we get g2' . ax· g 2·
1 
· ay· is equal t~ 
. .,?{ 'y -
' . . . . g2 a fG(x,y)f11 (x,y). Howe·ver we lmow that ,xy xy · 1 ·. ..,.-1. ·<L 
g2 xg; y = g; xyfG (x,y)fH (x,y) and, t.herefOre, s:t,nce 
' . . ' . ' ·, 2 
• t·-. 
~y" is in Z(A), :- · .
. . "' 1 --- -----·-------------- --
. .. .. . ' . ... .. - . . ... -· . - . .. .......... - .... -·--·- ·----·-----.. - -- -·-· - -· -- - --~ --- ·· ... ·· (8x(xV))~ = ~y(:fH (X,y}) fH {x,y) • . 
'·... •\ · r 2 1 
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Thus the difference in the·2-cocycles fH1 and f'H ' . 2 
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_ H2 -are equivalent. This complet~s the proof. 
Alternately we may state the theorem as follows: 
,, 
Theorem 15: If the abstract kernel (B_,A,¢) has-an extert-
. sion, theJ?, the set of equivalence classes of extensions ... 
. _-, 
of A by B corresponding_ to the homomorphism ¢ is in a· 
1 to 1 correspondence with H~(B,Z(A)), the set of equiv-




ProEosition 33: If A has a trivial center, then any ~ 
·- ....... t 
r·· 
' •' 
abstract lrernel ( B, A, i)- lias- an· ex.t.ension •. --- --· ·- ----·-·· -- --- --··-·-----_ -----------·-- .----- : ·-- -· -.. --·-···--·------~~~~ 
Proof: Clearly the obstruction k associated with the 
· \ .' .. 
-- ---------- ------- ~------
~--~- --- abstract kernel (B,A,¢) mus_t_ be identically O since 1 . • 
• 
... ·.~'.-·· ___ ·~-----'· -~-·- ---~~-,-_,_._ .... -
k is a 3-cochain of B into Z(A) • 
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the cohomology of groups fits the problem of group 
extensions. 
The.orem· · 16: If B is a group,- C is a B""""'.module 'and k 
-
• 1$ 
cohomology class of H3(B,C), then there·is a group .A 
-with center C and a 
Inn(A) which induces 
homomorphism ~ fro' B into Aut(A)/ 
' { the given B-modula~structure on 
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